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Submissions
The Honors Program faculty is invited by 
hoot to submit outstanding essays, graphics, 
or creative pieces turned in for credit in an 
Honors class at the end of fall semester, 
J-Term, and spring semester. In addition, 
essays for the First-Year Student Recognition 
are collected from first-year entry applications 
into the program. A hoot selection committee 
juries all submissions and entries equally and 
reserves the right to edit submissions.

This publication is the third edition of hoot, a 
student-produced journal that brings together 
student work throughout Drake University’s 
Honors Program. The works included were 
all completed for Honors credit or admittance 
to the program. The journal, named after the 
Honors Program’s owl mascot, celebrates the 
interdisciplinary nature of the program.
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Editor’s Note
This marks the third year of hoot and our 
second and final year as editors-in-chief. 
We’re grateful and honored for the opportunity 
to have spent another year working with 
Honors professors and students to select 
work most representative of the Honors 
mission. Even with our previous experience, 
this year’s edition of hoot presented itself to 
be more challenging than the last as we dealt 
with busier schedules and more obstacles 
in bringing hoot to print. With that, we owe 
our thanks to a number of people for their 
assistance and support. We must first thank 
two of the original guiding forces in hoot’s 
creation: Josie Pokorny for her vision of a way 
to share the work of Honors students with 
the world, and Laura Engel for her ability to 
capture the essence of the works with her 
cohesive and engaging designs. We now 
thank Maddi Wittenberg for her design 

and dedication to continuing hoot’s creative 
representation of exemplary work completed 
within the Honors Program. In addition, we 
express gratitude to Charlene Skidmore for her 
continued guidance as we carried hoot into its 
third year. 

During our two years of involvement with hoot, 
we’ve grown to appreciate the opportunities 
at exploring compelling and interdisciplinary 
topics present within the Honors Program and 
submitted essays. We look forward to seeing 
the continued creativity, curiosity, and drive 
unique to Honors students as we look toward 
our graduation and beyond.

Quinn Becker and Katie Ortman
hoot
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This piece was written for Professor Jolliffe’s Journalists on Screen 
Since 1955 course, which explored the portrayal of journalism in film. 
This piece analyzes more closely the democratic normative theory 
of journalism as expressed in the content and style of several films 
we viewed together in this class. The normative theory of journalism 
proposes an ideal for journalistic practice; this approach explores 
what we in the present day think journalism should look like. The 
focus of this course from the mid-1950s onward, a time period where 
the public began to view journalism as an essential part of functional 
society, offered an interesting study on how this shifting level of 
dependence on investigative journalism affected its portrayal in the 
entertainment industry.

student foreword
 With descriptive language, vibrant characters, and layered plots, novels by Charles Dickens 
invite interpretation. Readers visualize their favorite characters, forming a picture from the words 
Dickens uses to create. To supplement his epic novels, Dickens hired talented artists to craft 
illustrations, which offered further insight into his written world. Only two of Dickens’ novels, 
Great Expectations and Hard Times, were originally released without illustrations. The characters 
are certainly brought to life on the pages of his works, but the illustrations offer readers even 
more concrete visuals of their favorite literary figures. In his epic, nearly 900-page novel, Little 
Dorrit, Dickens ordered illustrations of the Dorrit family, the Marshalsea and scenes of London. 
In the classic tale Oliver Twist, its pages portray the scheming of Fagin and Sikes, and Oliver’s 
adventures. However, I argue that the women in the novels’ illustrations make the most impact. 
The illustrations work to legitimize female characters in Little Dorrit and Oliver Twist through 
graphic representation, which promotes a more accurate depiction of women by contrasting 
the text and questioning the novel’s caricatures of them. By looking at female characters in Little 
Dorrit and Oliver Twist, the illustrations provide a ground to debate whether women’s agency is 
hindered or gained. 
 Although Dickens involves female characters in his novels, the females lack depth on first 
impression when compared to their male, protagonist counterparts. Dickens places Amy Doritt 
at the forefront of Little Dorrit, not only naming the novel after her but also granting her the lead 
role. However, the first time Amy appears in the text, she is not mentioned; no one acknowledges 
her presence (Dickens, Dorrit, 50-51). Amy fails to impress Mrs. Clennam or her company, and 
this encounter creates a permissive attitude toward Amy. Readers are not first inclined to pay 
attention to Amy because the novel does not seem to either. Readers gather pieces of Amy’s 
appearance from the lens of Arthur Clennam, and as he gets to know her better, so do readers. 
Arthur’s most powerful and convincing perspective is his insistence on calling Amy, ‘Little Dorrit.’ 
Little evokes a sense of small, weak, and young. Arthur’s emphasis on Amy as ‘little’ does not 
promote her agency or power, or encourage the reader to believe she does either. Although the 
novel is centered on Amy and her relationships, her voice is rarely heard. Readers must rely 
on Arthur’s description of Amy and either choose to trust him or look for other characters or the 
illustrations to help develop Amy’s character. 
 The title page illustration of Little Dorrit provides readers a supplementary view of Amy, 
which challenges her sense of invisibility and promotes a stronger vision. Above the two-page 
illustration sits the title of the novel, which is made to look like rough wood and metal. The word 
‘Dorrit’ is encompassed in chains, and Amy’s figure stands below these tough letters. Initially, 

Illustrations and Agency in 

Dickens’ Novels: Females 

Regaining Power 

By Jaclyn Wallentin
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readers may not know Little Dorrit refers to the woman in the illustration, causing readers to 
misinterpret crucial information in the illustration about Amy. The person of the title’s reference 
is not explained until Arthur questions Amy’s existence: “Oh! She? Little Dorrit? She’s nothing; 
she’s a whim of –hers” (55). Mrs. Clennam’s response leads readers to connect the novel’s title to 
the illustration. From there, readers are able to interpret descriptions of Amy based on her visual 
representation. In the illustration, the chains clearly represent the physical prison that the Dorrit 
family lives in and has lived in. Yet, these chains also evoke a sense of entrapment and destiny. 
The Dorrits’ financial situation is poor, plagued by debt and deception. The novel complicates 
this notion of prison through Amy Dorrit’s comfort and security in the prison. Amy finds joy within 
its walls, and she prefers to live there where she is safe and comfortable. The visual impact of 
the title font makes clear that Amy is not free, even when she chooses the prison. Amy’s family 
history and struggle to be free are revealed in the title illustration, revealing a mysterious and 
complex woman other characters choose to ignore. Amy stands in the shadows, which darkens 
her appearance so that she is not completely clear. Her head is covered, and she wears a shawl 
and cloak that disguises her body shape. The man in the doorframe towers over Amy, clearly 
insinuating she is indeed little and short. However, Amy is revealed in a streak of brightness as 
the man holds open the door. Although the man’s identity is not mentioned, Amy’s position in the 
illustration is of greater importance. She stands in the foreground of the illustration as the main 
focus, taking prominence over the male. Readers cannot ignore her stance. Amy is no longer 
invisible because she gains voice through visuals to describe herself. 
 When Amy marries Arthur, the novel’s illustration depicts an older, mature woman, releasing 
Amy from her association as ‘young’ and ‘little.’ Amy signs the marriage document next to Arthur 
as the registers and other witnesses watch (858). Compared to the title page illustration, Amy’s 
face looks more like a woman than a young girl. Their marriage is the last event of the novel, 
and Amy is much older than when readers are first introduced to her. Amy wears her wedding 
dress and bridal attire, complete with a veil, flowers, and cloak. She does not wear her old dress 
or shabby clothes but rather she looks wealthy and of a higher class. Contrasted with Mr. F’s 
Aunt and Flora, Amy is simple, but sophisticated and feminine for the first time. Her skirt is full, 
not revealing her body shape; however, Amy’s bottom is stuck out as she bends over to sign 
the marriage papers. Amy weds Arthur as a virgin, and readers can assume Arthur may have 
had sexual partners before her. Contrasted to Arthur’s viewpoint of Amy as ‘Little Dorrit,’ readers 
see a woman with sexual appeal, and now married, Amy will no longer be a virgin. All attention 
is turned toward Amy as two women and ten men watch her sign the papers. At the end of the 
novel, Amy achieves what she desired. She gains a respectable and wealthy spouse, releasing 
her from the chains of prison bondage.  
 Although Amy’s character progresses throughout the illustrations in the novel, Dickens’ 
novels can often perpetuate female stereotypes, prompting sympathy from the reader. Female 
characters pique the interest of readers and are essential to the plot, but readers then ask 
the question why the females are so easily oversimplified or forgotten. Thomas Jeffers argues 
that Dickens’ female characters were robbed of the spotlight. “Dickens is a marvelous farceur, 
his inkwell overflowing with funny and frightening caricatures not just of men but of women, 
too” (Jeffers 55). Dickens’ writing persona is both humorous and sincere, creating characters 
who entertain personas and who dispel them. For some characters, the caricatures are unfair 
representations of their true selves. Especially for women, Dickens’ inkwell bleeds more lightly 
with softer description and less development. 
 The strongest example of an unfair female caricature is the prostitute Nancy. Sike’s brutal 
murder of Nancy removes her suddenly from the story, but the illustration begs readers to place 
blame solely on Sikes. Although highly common in nineteenth century London, prostitution was 
not a glamorous or socially acceptable profession. Throughout Oliver Twist Nancy is objectified 
and seen as a source of pleasure, which some readers might blame Nancy for because of her 
‘voluntary’ prostitution. Nancy’s sexual promiscuity hinders reader’s sense of sympathy, but her 
visual representation redeems her. In one of the most dramatic scenes from the novel, Nancy is 
surrounded by men, each of them applying physical force (Dickens, Oliver Twist, 320). Nancy is 

almost unseen, like Amy, and is expected to be present and to obey. Not until Nancy resists do 
Sikes and Fagin take action against her. Nancy’s face is distraught and in pain, and her body 
is in a vulnerable position. Her breasts are exposed, representing her clear objectification. The 
men are compromising her right to choose and right to stop. She has no power here, no agency. 
In the text, Fagin angrily attacks Nancy and demeans her character and human dignity: “Miss 
Nancy’s hysterics were usually of that violent kind which the patient fights and struggles out of 
without much assistance...” (319). In the illustration, Nancy looks helpless because the men 
believe her to be. Without this illustration, Nancy’s murder could be argued as judgment and 
punishment for her unwillingness to perform for Sikes. However, Nancy’s vulnerable position 
makes clear her prostitution is not a choice. The illustration washes Nancy clean, and in doing 
so, grants her power over Sikes when he murders her. Readers know Nancy is trying to survive. 
 Little Dorrit perpetuates another caricature, of older woman as a burden, characterized by 
uselessness and disruptive behavior. For example, Mr. F’s Aunt appears five times in the novel, 
and each time, the woman receives negative attention and cruel judgment. The first visual 
representation of Mr. F’s Aunt is titled “Mr. F’s Aunt is conducted into retirement”, and depicts 
her as frail, broken, and extremely elderly (174). She appears to be unable to walk or stand by 
herself, suggesting a handicap or disability. She looks frazzled, unkempt, and possibly mentally 
unstable. Flora’s smile looks strained and forced, trying to hurry her off from the public eye. 
No other person in the illustration acknowledges Mr. F’s Aunt’s presence. Her clothes are dark, 
and nothing in Mr. F’s Aunt’s persona evokes a sense of hope. This caricature of Mr. F’s Aunt as 
useless is an image distorted from reality: “...that doesn’t make his fictive females roundly, fully 
human. We’re stuck with flat sketches, however big the canvas” (Jeffers 55). Jeffers notices 
that the novel’s illustrations can unfairly generalize females into distinct roles. Dickens’ words 
do not simply fall short and one cannot place the blame on the novel for the underdeveloped 
characters. For a clearer understanding of Mr. F’s Aunt, readers cannot rely on text or illustrations 
alone, but rather must survey both to understand her complexity. 
 In another illustration of Mr. F’s Aunt, she regains her mental stability and challenges the 
caricature previously exposed. A distinct shift occurs the second time she is illustrated. 
Compared to her ‘retirement,’ Mr. F’s Aunt has now gained position and power through her 
physical positioning, although in both visuals she is standing up. In the scene, Mr. F’s Aunt 
is commanding Arthur, towering over him in a gender reversal of authority (Dickens, Little 
Dorrit, 562). She is much older than Arthur, and she makes clear her demand for respect and 
obedience. By pointing in Arthur’s face, she demeans his character and illustrates her stability: 
“Elevating her voice into a cry of considerable power…shook her venerable fist so very close 
to his nose as to tickle the surface” (561). Arthur appears trapped and weak, unable to move 
from beneath Mr. F’s Aunt. Her physical stance is strong, standing tall and without any help. 
No longer does she look like a rag doll, crazy and unkempt. She commands respect and takes 
physical action to prompt Arthur’s obedience to her demands. Although her features are not 
overwhelmingly feminine, her dress and collar are straight, correcting the previous unstable 
persona. Arthur has never seen Mr. F’s Aunt act so strongly, and his encounter with her true self 
changes his view. Similarly, readers cannot disregard this illustration. Readers see that Mr. F’s 
Aunt is not a useless vegetable, but rather a misunderstood and trapped woman. 
 Not only do the illustrations evoke sympathy, but also they legitimize Maggy as a person, 
despite her mental disability, and deepen Amy’s maternal characteristics. Although Arthur’s 
association of Amy as Little Dorrit diminishes her agency, Maggy’s nickname transforms Amy’s 
identity into that of a female caregiver and portrays Amy’s compassionate nature. The caption 
to this illustration is “Little Mother,” in a scene where Maggy’s reliance on Amy is clearly seen: 
“‘You can’t think how good she is, sir,’ said Little Dorrit, with infinite tenderness. ‘Good she is,’ 
echoed Maggy, transferring the pronoun in a most expressive way from herself, to her little 
mother” (Dorrit 117). Both Maggy and Amy love and care deeply about each other, portraying a 
mother-daughter type relationship. Maggy adores Amy and looks up to her as a caretaker and 
she needs Amy’s “infinite tenderness.” Although in her late 20s, Maggy acts like a 10 year old 
because of an illness that led to mental retardation. Maggy describes her Little Mother as good, 
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a strong word that the illustration supports. Amy looks affectionately at Maggy with an adoring 
gaze. Their clasped hands portray trust and faith in one another. Maggy knows Amy will take 
care of her, and Amy trusts their friendship and confidence with one another. 
 The illustration also raises another question about the caricature-like portrayal of people with 
mental disabilities. The appearances of Amy and Maggy in the illustration vastly differ. Amy’s 
face is more feminine, while Maggy’s is large, round, and not particularly attractive. Maggy’s 
clothes are ragged and layered, hiding her body and any other femininity. Her legs are showing, 
revealing beat up boots, and the bonnet on her head is large and odd, looking out of place. 
Maggy is positioned far away from Arthur as he watches her. His body language is stiff, whereas 
the two women are revealing emotion and relationship. Arthur legitimately reasons that because 
Maggy has a handicap, she cannot understand or interpret any human interaction around her: 
“Clennam’s purpose in remaining was attained, and he could speak to Little Dorrit with nobody 
by. Maggy counted as nobody” (401). If Maggy was really nobody, then why does the novel 
visually represent her multiple times? Maggy’s character must be important to the novel for her 
to be given visual space. Even though the illustration is more of a caricature than dispelling 
stereotypes, Amy’s position in the illustrations gives both women sympathy. As a mother figure, 
Amy looks up at Maggy with care. As her mother, Amy reaffirms Maggy’s worth and legitimizes 
her personhood. 
 Although not completely accurate or exhaustive, the novel’s illustrations arguably help create 
more dynamic and complex female characters than Dickens’ text could do alone. This claim is 
not an easy one to make because ultimately either Dickens’ words are not enough, or the power 
of visual representation is too strong to ignore. To achieve the same resonance with readers 
in Little Dorrit and Oliver Twist, readers must engage with both the illustrations and the text. 
“Dickens owes a tremendous debt to his illustrators…artistic renderings are a prominent aspect 
of the Dickensian world. It would be difficult to imagine a Charles Dickens novel otherwise” 
(Reitter 51). Reitter argues that without the illustrations, Dickens’ novels would not achieve the 
same level of resonance with readers. Based on his inclusion of illustrations, Dickens would 
agree that the visuals play a vital role. Dickens’ works almost beg for visuals to accompany his 
rich, complex, and descriptive characters, settings, and scenes.  
 Great Expectations, a novel initially published without illustrations, is an example to test 
Reitter’s claim. Because the novel does not contain illustrations, readers must either trust Pip’s 
account as the narrator or use their creative agency to craft their own images. Pip’s reliability 
comes into question frequently throughout the novel, and readers themselves cannot have 
total creative control, either. Following Reitter’s logic, one could argue that Estella is less “real” 
because readers are not allowed to contrast the narrator’s description with the illustration. 
Estella’s beauty is not contested or questioned because Pip and Miss Havisham’s descriptions 
are all readers have to rely on. The critical question, and one no one can definitely answer, is: 
would illustrations in Great Expectations further truthful character development, specifically the 
characterization of Estella? This question is a critical one because if Reitter’s claim is true, then 
illustrations do in fact give readers a tool to accurately see characters, instead of relying on the 
caricatures or twisted personalities presented by the narrator, or men in the novel. 
 Dickens made a creative decision as an author to supplement his written works. Although 
Dickens did not draw the illustrations himself, he did have total editorial control. Like the stories 
in his magazine, Dickens handpicked, tweaked, and chose which illustrations could be printed. 
As Dickens matured and grew relationships with his illustrators, the visuals and Dickens’ 
vision became one: “It is no mere coincidence that as Dickens attained more control over the 
illustrations for his writing, the illustrations themselves became less influential and caricatured 
due to Dickens’ control and vision” (Reitter 33). Dickens knew his characters better than any 
reader, illustrator, or editor. However, by allowing readers access to illustrations, they are able 
to make more accurate and intelligent conclusions about the characters Dickens crafted so 
meticulously. Visual representation dispels stereotypes and caricatures, and helps convey a 
more complete picture of the text by encouraging sympathy toward women and legitimizing their 
positions of influence and agency. 
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This project began in Professor Debra DeLaet’s course, “Gender and 
War,” which sought to investigate constructions of masculinity and 
femininity in times of conflict. This essay briefly describes the origins 
and history of the Communist Party of Peru-Shining Path (Partido 
Comunista del Perú- Sendero Luminoso) before delving into possible 
factors that resulted in women comprising over 45% of members 
of the organization. The PCP-SL began as a political party closely 
aligned with the Maoist strain of communism. Initiated at a university 
nestled high in the Andean mountains, the organization proclaimed 
to be dedicated to the cultural revolution necessary to address the 
massive inequality in the country. Despite this declared objective, the 
vast majority of victims of over a decade of violence between the PCP-
SL and state forces were inhabitants of poor, Andean villages.
Though women have played varying roles in terrorist organizations 
throughout the history of Latin America rest of the world, the high 
percentage of female members in this terrorist organization is 
unique to the region. A more general wave of feminism and feminist 
movements throughout Peru and the rest of South America in the 
1970’s certainly influenced interpretations of gender relations at 
the time of the organization’s founding. Constructions of femininity 
and masculinity and their impacts on the ideology and everyday 
activities of the organization are also investigated in an attempt to 
further understand the causes and consequences of the unexpected 
proportion of active women combatants. Specific examples of PCP-
SL female leaders and role models serve to demonstrate the various 
intersections of factors related to race, gender, and socioeconomic 
inequality in Peru during this violent epoch. 

student foreword
 The unique brand of feminism popular in Peru and other similar regions in South America 
contributed to the widespread presence of female members in and in support of the Maoist 
movement: Partido Comunisto de Peru: Sendero Luminoso (Communist Party of Peru: Shining 
Path [PCP-SL]). Certain aspects of both the organization’s hierarchy and the approaches it used 
to pursue its goals appealed particularly to large swathes of poor, peasant women in the Andean 
region. Many of the women involved attained high levels of power within the organization; 
constructions of masculinity and femininity were adapted to accommodate this change. The 
PCP-SL also appealed directly to strategic use of gender in garnering support for their cause 
since so much of the rural population was composed of females. Specific examples of women 
who held upper-tier positions in the PCP-SL demonstrate the reality in practice of the party’s 
promises of equality between the genders and sexes. Though there is significant room for 
additional feminist analysis of women and gendered narratives in the Shining Path and Peru’s 
‘Dirty War,’ this paper has attempted to draw together the existing body of literature to form an 
initial exploration of the subject.
 Peruvian social conditions in this time period created an environment in which gender-based 
and feminist movements found wide audiences. Social stigma against poor, indigenous, rural, 
and highland populations were only worsened for those who also happened to be female. 
Widespread, often extreme, poverty concentrated in the highland areas was even more difficult 
for rural women to escape than it was for rural men due to additional discrimination based on 
gender. The PCP-SL promise to overthrow society entirely found widespread support among 
those with few positive patterns to which to cling. Peru, in particular, has a long history of 
women participating actively in guerrilla-style resistance movements and pre-colonial traditions 
displayed complementary, rather than subordinate, roles for women. Within the context of a 
country rapidly approaching social tumults of multiple types, the Shining Path effectively utilized 
and modified notions of gender to advance the organization’s objectives.

 BEGINNINGS OF THE SHINING PATH
 In the late 1960s, Abimael Guzmán, a philosophy professor at San Cristóbal of Huamanga 
University, founded the Shining Path Movement in the highland region of Ayacucho. Intellectuals 
and recently educated students formed the initial foundations of the movement and held the 
highest leadership roles throughout the movement. The Shining Path pursued the imposition of 
a dictatorship of the proletariat and sought to induce cultural revolution and, eventually, world 
revolution to arrive at what the group’s leaders defined as the most pure form of communism. 

By Jordan Payne

Gender and Peru’s 

Shining Path
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The leaders of the Shining Path went further than other communist parties and accused existing 
socialist countries of being revisionists. This pejorative term is used to separate those who 
consider themselves true to the original writings of Karl Marx and those who stray too far from 
the strictest interpretation of his writings. (Stern 1998)
 One particularly distinct aspect of the communist and Maoist movement in Peru is the 
strategic and intentional conflation of race and class. Colonial times instilled a strict racial 
hierarchy into much of Latin America. When Spanish forces first came to Peru, they claimed 
to bring religion, civilization, proper education, and modernity, and enlightened culture to the 
area. In modern times, individuals of European, especially Spanish, descent are viewed as 
more beautiful and are assumed to have higher levels of intelligence, education, and more 
modern culture. Those individuals who are more visibly indigenous or are mixed with indigenous 
ancestors are assumed to be uneducated, lazy, culturally backward, less capable, and generally 
inferior. Hundreds of years of these ideas of race combined with colonial wealth concentrated 
in Lima, the country’s capital, have led to a status quo in which wealth and whiteness are nearly 
as synonymous as darker skin and poverty. This phenomenon is a creation of and perpetuated 
pattern from the colonization of Latin America by European powers. 
 The coastal city of Lima is home to the vast majority of Peruvians of European descent, 
the government’s operations, and all of the country’s businesses and wealth. Rural areas in 
the Andes Mountains and further inland in the Amazon Basin are home to almost exclusively 
those of mixed blood of predominantly indigenous descent. These rural, small communities 
with agriculturally based economies have been plagued by persistent poverty since at least 
the beginning of colonial times. The divisions of race, geography, and socioeconomic class 
often trace the same divisions in Peruvian society. Racist discrimination against those with 
more Andean features has bolstered and safeguarded these divisions for decades. Abimael 
Guzmán emphasized the direct conflict between poor, rural, indigenous populations with the 
wealthy, coastal, ‘white’ populations as one and the same as the class conflict. The conflict of 
the bourgeoisie versus the proletariat was strengthened by the cultural, racial, and geographic 
elements that further divided Limeña reality from the lived experience of the average Peruvian. 
(Cadena 1998)
 After briefly widespread popularity in several Peruvian universities in the early 1970s, the 
Shining Path shifted strategies and developed militias to begin the “armed struggle” necessary 
to inspire the group’s desired outcomes. Guzmán orchestrated the creation of military schools for 
instructing members in military tactics and the use of various types of weaponry. In May of 1980, 
Peru’s military government allowed elections for the first time in over a decade, and the Shining 
Path was one of the few leftist political groups that declined to take part. (Dietz 2000) PCP-SL 
argued that the political and economic systems and choices offered by the elections would 
not ameliorate the lives of marginalized Peruvians. Through a popular revolt and a complete 
transformation of the government, PCP-SL offered promises of equality to economically, 
socially and politically neglected populations. Primary amongst these were the impoverished, 
indigenous, and peasant populations in the Andean highlands, especially around Ayacucho, 
Apurímac, and Huancavelica. (Comisión De La Verdad Y Reconciliación 2003) Initial sympathies 
for the objectives of the Shining Path were present and assisted by the government’s weak and 
delayed response to PCP-SL’s activities.
 For over a year, the government underestimated the staying power of the movement and 
delayed the declaration of a state of emergency in the group’s primary regions of activity. In late 
December of 1981, when the government finally declared “emergency zones” in the Andean 
regions of Ayacucho, Huancavelica, and Apurímac, the military grossly abused the powers 
granted to them. Peasant populations, especially those visibly of indigenous descent, were 
presumed to be sympathetic to and in collusion with the Shining Path. With the freedom to detain 
any “suspicious persons” the military and police operatives arrested dozens of innocent people 
and are now known to have tortured and raped many of them. Police and military operatives 
are now also known to have tortured and raped many of those whom they detained and or 
interrogated. (Poole 1992)

 Local knowledge and anger at these occurrences along with continued intimidation from 
the PCP-SL led to the creation of rondas, locally organized and often military trained peasants 
formed into anti-rebel militias. When ronderos initiated attacks and killed thirteen senderistas, 
including an SL commander, in the Andean town of Lucanamarca in 1983, many members of 
PCP-SL began fomenting strategies to undermine or eliminate peasant resistance to the Maoist 
cause. One month after the commander’s death in Lucanamarca, the Shining Path stormed the 
town and its neighbors and killed 69 people. (Poole 1992)
 This first incident of Shining Path violence against peasants marked the beginning of more 
widespread violence against peasants. PCP-SL’s militias carried out several other massacres in 
the highland regions, used violence and threats to intimidate rural populations and established 
agricultural labor camps to punish those seen to have betrayed the “forces of the people.” As 
evidenced by the findings of the Peruvian Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC), these 
‘forces of the people’ concentrated their attacks on those in the rural regions. After examining 
the estimated 31,000 deaths between 1980 and 1995, the TRC stated that, “there was a 
significant relationship between poverty and social exclusion and the probability of becoming a 
victim of violence” and that it “[had] been able to discern that the process of violence, combined 
with socioeconomic gaps, highlighted the seriousness of ethno-cultural inequalities that still 
prevail in the country.” The TRC found that 40% of deaths and disappearances were from the 
department of Ayacucho, 79% lived in rural areas, and 75% spoke an indigenous language as 
their mother tongue. (Comisión De La Verdad Y Reconciliación 2003) The very people for whom 
PCP-SL claimed to fight were those who suffered most from the movement’s violence. 
 Attacks perpetrated by the Shining Path were concentrated in rural areas, but by no means 
limited to them. By 1991, the Shining Path’s persistent, violent operations had won it control of 
much of the center and south of Peru and a sustained presence in the shantytown outskirts of 
Lima. Bombings and attacks on civilians and public offices were common in Lima in for over a 
decade. Different sabotages and bombings resulted in several blackouts of the city proper, and 
car bombs were detonated in and around public offices and, later, in public gathering spaces. 
(Poole 1992) Shining Path also targeted and assassinated individuals from other leftist groups, 
labor unions, peasant organizations, rondas, and other political parties. In 1991, several foreign 
priests and foreign leaders of grassroots organizations promoting social justice became victims 
of Shining Path assassinations. Other political leaders who identified as Marxists, but resisted 
either the Shining Path’s specific goals or strategies, were targeted. These attacks on leaders 
of civilian groups sought to destroy existing democratic platforms for marginalized groups to 
advance their objectives. By eliminating popular alternatives to PCP-SL, Shining Path sought 
to strengthen their claim that they offered the only path to better lives for the peasantry. (Dietz 
1990)
 WOMEN IN THE PCP-SL
 The prime years of the conflict lasted from 1980 to 1992, when government forces captured 
Shining Path’s founder, Abimael Guzmán. Throughout this time, women played important and 
active roles in the organization’s operations. According to Juan Lazaro (1990) in “Women and 
Political Violence in Contemporary Peru,” approximately 35 percent of the military leaders in 
the Shining Path were women. Most of these women held leadership positions at the level of 
underground cells, but several female leaders have been noted by the Peruvian government 
literature. By 1987, over 1000 women in Peru were arrested for suspected involvement in 
terrorist acts. These arrests included four senior Shining Path female leaders: Laura Zambrano 
(“Camarada Meche”), Fiorella Montano (“Lucia”), Margie Clavo Peralta, and Edith Lagos. The 
female guerrilla militants represent a significant portion of the estimated 5000 militants and 
higher-level Senderistas involved in the movement. (Castro 1994)
 Women, especially those of Andean Indian background, had significant motivation to join 
and participate in the radical actions of the PCP-SL. The times leading up to the formation 
of the Communist Party of Peru were incredibly difficult in economic terms. With widespread 
inflation, military rule, and rampant corruption, wages stagnated or fell as food prices rose. 
Those in the highland regions were accustomed to governmental neglect, but the level of social 
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services and opportunities for these populations fell even further in the 1980s. Over half of the 
Peruvian population was economically incapable of providing sustenance for themselves or 
their dependent family members. (Poole 1992) The few job opportunities that did exist were 
nearly unattainable for women from these regions due to the double discrimination they faced 
from racial and sex-based stereotypes. Seen as less competent, weaker, and less intelligent, 
women had so little chance of securing a job in the city that they more often remained in their 
rural home villages. Adding further salt to this social wound was the fact that uneducated women 
could not even vote until 1980 due to illiteracy laws, the absence of punishment for rape and 
the apparently inescapable cycles of women’s lives: poverty, childbearing, strenuous labor and 
early aging. (Carol 1985) With so many persistent issues and so few means to better their lives 
through political channels, an organization promising radical change of societal structures held 
great appeal. 
 An article from the Lima Journal in the New York Times states that, “after Mr. Guzmán, the 
No. 2 person in the organization has almost always been a woman. Of the 19 members of the 
central committee, the governing body of the guerilla group, at least 8 are women.” (Nash 
1992) Publications from the Shining Path claim that approximately 40 percent of its guerrillas 
are women, and Guzmán often emphasized Mao’s statement that women are half the world and 
that the difference between men and women cannot be solved by a struggle of the sexes but 
only through class warfare. (Stern 1998) Guzmán even founded, with his wife’s encouragement, 
the Popular Women’s Movement in the city of Ayacucho. Those working within this organization 
established the theoretical context for women’s part in the PCP-SL movement. (UNHCR 1993) 
Though women have been involved in many other revolutionary movements in Latin America, 
they fulfill positions of unprecedented power and authority in the Shining Path hierarchy. (Lázaro 
1990) Additionally, Guzmán’s initial recruiting efforts targeted the educational department 
of the university where he taught philosophy, and women composed a clear majority of this 
department. 
 Certainly, women were assigned to spread the teachings of the Shining Path, but they 
played active militant roles from the organization’s beginnings. Women leading armed bands of 
guerrillas were often described as more ruthless than the men they commanded. The Shining 
Path was infamous for its trademark coup de grace for those convicted of ‘treason’ in public 
trials, a gunshot to the back of the head of the kneeling offender. Female leaders often delivered 
this shot. The previously mentioned New York Times article relates the following example of 
violence from female combatants: 
 “In a recent Shining Path attack outside of Ayacucho, 11 civilians riding in a bus and a car 
were killed. Lieut. Col. Carlos Romero Barestagui, operations commander at the army base 
there, said witnesses reported that a man had been shot in the arm and was crying. A Shining 
Path woman grabbed him by the hair, pulled back his head and cut his throat with a knife, 
Colonel Romero said.”
 To prove that they belong not only among the combatants, but also in leadership roles, women 
turn to extreme ruthlessness to show that they are “more macho than macho.” Though not 
necessarily treated better in daily militant life, female guerrillas were generally respected in their 
leadership roles. 
 Dr. Matilde Ureta de Caplansky, a psychoanalyst and university professor who has analyzed 
many captured female members of Shining Path, has documented an interesting combination 
of feminine and masculine qualities. The women’s cellblocks were kept neat, tidy and clean, 
and the women performed traditional femininity strongly through their wearing of skirts, painted 
fingernails, and makeup.  The hard, distant, ferocious concepts that emerge when these 
women discuss the PCP-SL, however, align far more closely with warlike, impersonal tropes 
of masculinity. Many experts have attributed this unnerving combination of behaviors to the 
patriarchal figurehead of Mr. Guzmán. (Nash 1992) The ways in which Guzmán is idolized as 
a hyper-masculine father figure for the organization allows for women to hold violent, powerful 
roles while still being submissive to masculine power embodied by their leader. 
 Dr. Ureta argues that the dominant roles played by Peruvian women in Sendero do not 

contradict historical patterns of expectations for Andean women. She states, 
“Women have always played the dominant role in Andean society. They raise the children, take 
care of the house and often have the responsibility for being the main income-producer. The role 
of the male has been one of a drunk who is lazy and dominates the woman by beating her up. It 
is not that much different in Shining Path.”
 In the highland areas, women are responsible for far more than domestic maintenance, 
cooking, and child-rearing. They are accustomed to completing not only these tasks but 
also raising and harvesting most of the crops and livestock upon which their families and 
communities survive. Despite the wide range of responsibilities in the average Andean woman’s 
life, she is expected to remain submissive to her husband, father, brothers, and other male 
authority figures regardless of their contribution to household survival. (Andreas 1985)

 A HISTORY OF POLITICAL AND MILITARY ACTIVISM
 Involvement in revolutionary movements is not new to Andean women either. As far back as 
the times of the Incan Empire, women in the Peruvian region participated in political life when 
they held leadership positions in the ayllus, clans that acted as the building blocks of Incan 
society. In the 1780s, women actively participated in the Tupac Amaru guerrilla movement 
to resist Spanish forces.  In the 1820s, Andean women fought in the Peruvian independence 
movement. This legacy of participation continued in the War of the Pacific from 1879-1883 when 
Peru resisted Chilean occupation. The women in these previously mentioned movements were 
frequently active militants and often held high leadership positions. (Castro 1994) They did not 
merely make decisions along with men and then watch them march out to battle but, instead, 
picked up their weapons and marched to war with their male counterparts. 
 Spanish colonization brought a two-century halt to this pattern with the imposition of a 
combination of capitalist and Catholic roles for women. (Castro 1994) The church and 
government powers encouraged women to develop and value “personal self-sacrifice, chastity, 
forgiveness, self-abnegation, hard work, honesty, and sobriety.” (Andreas 1985). Though the 
church eventually recognized a least a modest amount of the suffering specific to women in 
Peruvian society, they still held females responsible for the well-being of their children and 
husbands. The assumed structure of the capitalist, Catholic family was never considered or 
criticized as a potential source of oppression for women. (Kollontai 1920)
 High in the Andean regions where colonist influences were weaker or shorter-lived, many 
of the more oppressive injections into Peruvian society failed to take root. Indigenous couples 
continued to respect and practice trial marriages. The traditional practice of trial marriages 
require that couples provide evidence of at least nine months of successful cohabitation before 
they may complete the full marriage process. The violence against women that was nearly 
omnipresent in Peru is often identified with hyper-masculine ideas of machismo, usually cited 
as having Spanish origins. Indigenous couples also fought, but tussling, teasing, and mock 
fighting were traditional with women just as often the ‘aggressors’ as men. There were also 
fewer institutional distinctions between men and women in these regions. Colonial law was often 
accompanied by distinctions by gender in property, tax, marriage, church, agrarian reform, and 
local government laws. Excluding women from access to education and training further made 
women dependent on men in the money-based economies that held little sway in the mountain 
regions. Life in these regions was no more privileged in terms of an absence of violence or the 
presence of a stable food supply, but there were far fewer drastic gender gaps.  (Andreas 1985)
 Throughout these modern decades of conflict, women in the cities participated strongly 
and constantly in social protests and movements. Land take-overs to return divided lands 
to communal ownership, student protests against the high price of and discrimination 
within education, labor strikes for better working conditions, and intensified neighborhood 
organizations within the shantytowns all proved excellent stages for women’s participation and 
leadership. In the midst of the most intensive years of bombing and military activity in Lima, 
women schoolteachers protested in the streets every day despite continued physical repression. 
Women returned to protest after being subjected to the strikes of police clubs and the sting of 
thrown tear gas bombs. 
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 Despite this active involvement, women were not allowed to hold formal leadership roles in 
these popular organizations. Women’s frustration of this denial of leadership roles is evident 
in the words of one feminist activist: “The repression doesn’t distinguish between men and 
women—the only ones that apparently maintain this inequality are our comrades of the political 
parties of the Left.” (Andreas 1985) This inequality within progressive, popular movements likely 
encouraged even more sympathy for the PCP-SL’s promises to overturn and recreate nearly all 
current societal conditions. 
 FEMININITY IN THE PCP-SL
 One of the primary writings cited by the Sendero Luminoso when discussing women’s role in 
the movement is Alexanda Kollontai’s “Communism and the Family.” Published in Komunistka in 
1920, this article focuses particularly on women’s role in production and how this role impacts 
family structures. After only a brief, introductory glance into the lives of Andean women in the 
time of PCP-SL’s rise, the appeal of Kollontai’s arguments should be clear. Kollontai writes of 
the ease of divorce under communist regimes and how women ought not fear independence 
because the collective, the society will provide for those willing to work. Economic dependence 
on men prone to alcoholism, abuse, and abandoning their families has plagued Andean women 
for centuries. Kollontai encourages women to open their minds to entirely new structures free of 
the oppression of the status quo when she writes, “Nothing could be less true than the saying ‘as 
it was, so it shall be.’” Perhaps few other arguments could bring so much hope to women who 
have not only stagnated in every way, but have seen their lives become steadily more difficult 
despite their back-breaking work. 
 Kollontai also writes of how the woman is made to take on even more responsibilities under 
the capitalist system than her historically disproportionate charges. “Capitalism has placed a 
crushing burden on woman’s shoulders: it has made her a wage-worker without having reduced 
her cares as housekeeper or mother. Woman staggers beneath the weight of this triple load.” 
(Kollontai 1920) She expounds further upon the fact that, since women’s work is not paid, 
additional labor garners no additional reward for the working-woman. The article describes 
a communistic utopia where all domestic labor is split amongst community members so that, 
regardless of sex, all may engage equally in productive work for the good of all in the area and 
none is unduly burdened. For women who have staggered under the weight of their burdens 
without any external recognition of the obvious sources of their plight, having these statements 
made so plainly must have been rejuvenating. Generations of mothers and daughters had 
followed nearly identical paths of poverty, early pregnancy, isolation, and hardship. In light of 
government neglect and religious promotion of the very structures weighing heaviest on these 
women, an entirely new society held great appeal. They had nothing positive to cling to in their 
current situations. 
 CONTRADICTIONS BETWEEN IDEOLOGY AND PRACTICE
 Isabel Coral Cordero writes most comprehensive and in-depth analysis of the contradictions 
within the Shining Path. Though many authors simply list what women militants believed and 
what Sendero espoused, this author argues that the Shining Path created a new system of 
patriarchy in its operations rather than the idealized, gender-neutral environment of its written 
ideology. PCP-SL conceived of politics and war as highly masculine or macho work and 
women militants were lauded for their work as macha warriors. The way in which the word 
macho is adapted in unconventional ways to create the word macha is only one example of the 
organization’s de facto preference for masculine behaviors. 
 Feminization and gender used as tools by the Shining Path to insult and undermine the 
credibility of opponents is prevalent throughout the conflict. PCP-SL conducted public 
campaigns to discredit antisenderista male leaders by spreading rumors of their wives’ infidelity. 
Male leaders were meant to be both disrespected humiliated by tales of their inability to control 
their wives and implications of their poor performance in the bedroom. The honor of adversarial 
female leaders was tied to their sexual behaviors when they were accused of having sexually 
transmitted diseases or called prostitutes, women of ill repute, and lovers of male leaders. 

Opponents were attacked with pejorative terms like “fags” (maricones), “cowards,” and “little 
women” (mujercitos). Feminized terminology, utilized to bring shame and dishonor, reveal 
internalized preference for the masculine and subordination of the feminine. 
 Though many women joined the Shining Path in hopes of attaining augmented agency and 
opportunity for individual choice, the organizational leadership controlled highly personal 
decisions. Shining Path decided where people would live, had to approve of lifestyles, and 
even chose mates for members. Citing the security of the Party, PCP-SL leadership made and 
broke up couples as they saw fit. Romance was even used as a strategy to draw women into 
the organization where they would later have to forsake that same affection that first drew them 
in. Women who were willing to devote all to the cause, especially by breaking ties with family, 
friends, and or lovers, were especially highly valued. Resistance to orders to change partners 
was viewed as prioritizing emotions and affection above the organization and as a feminized 
form of weakness. Women demonstrated their high value by the ease with which they could 
follow through on the leadership’s orders. 
 Ironically, the organization of this Communist/Maoist organization was quite hierarchical with 
the highest members elevated far above the level of most operatives. Coral Cordero describes 
a kind of cult surrounding the highest male leaders in the PCP-SL, Abimael Gúzman and 
Antonio Díaz Martínez. These men took on “lordly attitudes and intellectual airs and distanced 
themselves prudently from the common concerns of mere mortals.” They were practically deified 
and characterized as the ultimate Party members: coldly logical, strong, intelligent, and willing 
to make tough and brutal decisions. Gúzman, in particular, became the absolute patriarch over 
the entire organization with all his underlings feminized in their subordination and dependency. 
Women often filled the lower, logistical positions and female committee members were often 
assigned only minor political tasks and held responsible for Gúzman’s personal and domestic 
needs. Speaking of the women committee members arrested along with Gúzman in 1992, Coral 
Cordero states, “Without underestimating the capacities, political will, and mystique of these 
women, it is clear that they were also responsible for the care and attention of the personal and 
survival needs of the patriarch.” (Coral Cordero 1998) 
 Isabel Coral Cordero’s article recognizes the highly visible participation of women in the 
Shining Path movement and their transition into higher leadership roles as years progressed. 
Many authors believe that this change was due to the organization’s growing acceptance of 
women and closer alignment with a form of gender-neutral hierarchy. Coral Cordero argues, 
however, that these changes had nothing to do with increased focus on gender interests since 
women’s issues were rarely even discussed by the PCP-SL leadership. She argues that the 
changes were due to the PCP-SL’s growing desperation from rapidly shrinking public support, 
growing numbers of male militant casualties, and growing frustration and dismay within Party 
members. Shining Path may have only accepted women in more purely militant roles or higher 
leadership roles because their options were dwindling. Additionally, the PCP-SL leadership may 
have sought to exploit what they saw as more easily controlled and persuaded populations in 
rural, less educated, women. These contradictions between PCP-SL ideology, de jure, and de 
facto practice show the failure of the organization to genuinely overcome gender differences.
 FEMALE LEADERS OF THE SHINING PATH
 Augusta la Torre
 Known more commonly as Comrade Norah, la Torre was the first wife of Abimael Guzmán 
and is widely credited with having established the equality of women’s participation within the 
movement. As the daughter of a Communist party leader, Carlos la Torre Córdova, La Torre was 
born into a highly political family. She was involved in political protests against governmental 
authorities from a very young age and joined the Peruvian Communist Party when she was 
17 years old. She married Abimael Guzmán two years l after her parents introduced them to 
each other. When Guzmán was formulating plans for the establishment of the Shining Path, she 
encouraged him to create the Popular Women’s Movement, primarily responsible for the focus 
on recruiting and training women for the revolutionary organization. La Torre helped orchestrate 
and then subsequently led the first Shining Path offensive in December of 1980. She later went 
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into hiding with Guzmán in 1978 and died eleven years later. 
 Augusta La Torre is widely acknowledged as essential in Guzmán’s creation of the PCP-SL 
and was second in command until her death. The cause of her death is still uncertain. Augusta 
La Torre’s role in the movement’s creation is well established and served as the foundation for 
including women in the movement it’s first moments. The movement’s members’ respect for her 
is evident in the fact that they awarded her with the ‘order of the hammer and the sickle,’ which 
is the highest tribute awarded by the Shining Path. Few males ever received this high honor. 
(UNHCR 1993)
Edith Lagos
 Though only nineteen years old at the time of her death, Edith Lagos is still a widely known 
persona among those who lived during the time of the Dirty War. According to Daniel Castro in 
his article, “’War is Our Daily Life’: Women’s Participation in Sendero Luminoso,” Lagos became 
a rallying figure for both the public and for youth in the mountain regions. Though the youth were 
often still trying to disentangle the confused narratives of the many combatting parties, they 
were well aware of their social and economic conditions. When she was killed in a confrontation 
with members of Peru’s Guardia Republicana in September of 1982, more than 30,000 people 
attended her funeral. This gathering occurred in blatant defiance of the authorities’ ban on a 
public funeral for Lagos. 
 Lagos was the daughter of a wealthy Ayachucho merchant, a law student at Lima University 
of San Martín de Porras, and a woman guerrilla. The thin, petite Lagos joined the PCP-SL at 
the early age of sixteen. Castro argues that different groups revered her for different reasons. 
Ayacuchanos saw a local woman fighting against the authority of Lima; others saw her as an 
example of Sendero’s acceptance of women as leaders and combatants in the face of dominant 
patriarchy; some focused on a rallying point for other deceased Sendero fighters; and some 
focused on her as another local victim of the broader war. The combination of people brought 
together by the death of Lagos is particularly worthy of note. Though a PCP-SL flag covered her 
coffin, an ultra-conservative and staunchly anti-communist bishop of Ayacucho presided over 
the funeral (Poole 1992). Perhaps this combination was only possible because she was a slight, 
female fighter who inspired more sympathy and desire for vengeance than male fighters who 
died that day.
 The story of Edith Lagos should remind many American readers of the narratives associated 
with Jessica Lynch. Many other women (and men) died in the battles between the many 
Peruvian factions of the day, but Lagos became a significant rallying point. Why? Just as Jessica 
Lynch, a diminutive, blonde, blue-eyed, female, represented the “All-American Girl,” Lagos, a 
slight, dark-haired, dark-eyed, Ayachuchana woman with indigenous features, provided a visual 
representation of many different layers of the ongoing conflict. Lynch was spoken of both as a 
strong soldier who fought to prevent her capture but was ultimately outmatched and, later, as a 
damsel in distress in need of masculine protection. Whereas the U.S. military and government 
actively manipulated the narratives of Lynch’s capture, holding, and rescue, (Sjoberg 2010) 
Lagos’ narrative required no modifications. She truly did ‘go down fighting’ in the heat of a 
battle against opposing sources. Lagos was never framed as needing masculine protection 
but was instead viewed as an example of a woman fighting against patriarchal, capitalist forces 
and an example of the plight of the youth in the Dirty War. As evident in the size of her funeral 
attendance, no media campaign was required to build support for Lagos. This woman guerrilla 
became such a symbol that opposing forces eventually bombed her tomb in an effort to destroy 
the morale of the Shining Path and their rural supporters.
 Another strategy that emerged from the emulation of Edith Lagos was the use of female 
guerrilla deaths to shame individuals on both sides of the conflict. Government actors who gave 
orders to kill guerrilla groups with large numbers of women were shamed for targeting women. 
(Castro 1994) A government that had grown so weak and corrupted that it feels threatened by 
armed women was framed as feminized as well as dishonorable. Rural men were shamed for 
being passive when a small woman like Lagos had proven herself strong and brave enough to 
pick up a weapon and get involved. Other women in the area, too, were told the tale of Edith 

Lagos and how they too could become national heroes and be courageous like her. Her strength 
in her role in the Shining Path was not framed as more or less feminine but, rather, her actions 
were framed to be those of any courageous, loyal, female Party member. 
Laura Zambrano 
 Zambrano was a teacher by trade and joined the organization when she was unsatisfied with 
the actions of teacher-led protests occurring in Lima.  She quickly rose within the organization 
and became known as Camarada Meche (Comrade Meche). Zambrano was a lieutenant within 
SL and she is widely believed to have been the director of operations in Lima. Clearly, holding 
the position of director of operations for the Peruvian capitol, home to all major government 
offices and the majority of the ‘owners of production,’ is among the highest of positions within 
PCP-SL’s hierarchy. She was captured along with Guzmán in 1992. When asked about love, 
Zamrano said, “Love is for the class, and in service of the popular war.” (Stern 1998) Camarada 
Meche’s utter devotion to the cause is clear in this statement. 
 The Shining Path prized their female Party members who were so devoted that their feminine 
prioritizing of family and romance came second to the Party. Willingness to sacrifice family 
relations as a characteristic of a good Party member became even more highly valued in early 
1983, when Shining Path recruitment began targeting teenage children of Andean women. 
Additionally, the prevalence of female Shining Path militants with backgrounds in teaching 
reflects the PCP-SL’s roots in universities and community-based schools.

 ADDITIONAL AREAS OF RESEARCH
 There are, unfortunately, few academic sources that rigorously explore the role of women 
in the Shining Path. The majority of my research time was spent in effort to find any relevant 
material. Though there are quite a few resources pertaining to the Dirty War and PCP-SL in 
general, most writings only reference women’s role obliquely or momentarily. While I am familiar 
enough with Spanish to recognize a few highly relevant academic and newspaper articles, 
the danger of mistranslation was too high to utilize this information. Some sources simply were 
not an option due to language barriers.  Let me get back to you on these sources in about ten 
months or so.  This paper relies heavily, and gratefully, on the works of Carol Andreas, Marisol 
De La Cadena, Juan Lázaro, Nathaniel Nash, and Isabel Coral Cordero and Daniel Castro, two 
of this article’s most essential sources.
 Needless to say, there is much more room for research on this topic. The specific analyses 
of individual women militants were sparse, brief, and difficult to locate and additional details 
and analyses of the lives of these women would greatly enhance understanding of these 
events. Also, few sources explored these PCP-SL and gender sociologically, rhetorically, or 
anthropologically. The distinct absence of feminist or gender-oriented analysis of an organization 
with such a large percentage of female militants was both surprising and disappointing. 
Examinations of both intentional and subconscious narratives of masculinity in these events 
were wholly absent outside of Coral Cordero’s work. Also, fascinating hints that were never 
sufficiently explored included: seducing women into militancy, using narratives of self-sacrifice 
to encourage female participation, conscription of child soldiers in the Shining Path, the military 
and government’s narratives used to fight the PCP-SL, potential connections to Iris Marion 
Young’s logic of masculinist protection in the lectures attending PCP-SL executions, and 
education-based discrimination within the organization. 
 CONCLUSION 
 Given the history of Peruvian women and the dismal social and economic realities of women, 
particularly those of darker skin color, with less education, and from highland and interior 
territories, their involvement in such a radical group ought to come as less of a surprise. By 
conflating ideas of race and class, the Shining Path both strengthened and broadened their 
initial popular support bases. The Shining Path intentionally targeted women for recruitment into 
their organization and women held roles at nearly every level within the PCP-SL hierarchy. As 
in nearly all violent conflict, ideas of masculinity and femininity are present in both subtle and 
overt manifestations. Unfortunately, the contradictions between ideology and practice of gender 
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issues in the organization reveal that the Shining Path was not so egalitarian as it claimed. The 
widely disproportionate percentages of casualties and damages in the rural, Andean regions 
reveal the disastrously paradoxical outcomes of this ‘people’s war.’ Within the shadows created 
by the light of the Shining Path lay genuine progress for women and the poor, rural, indigenous 
populations. 
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In Fall 2012, I was enrolled in the course Honors 080: Medical 
Sociology. Professor Andrea Kjos lead our class through a variety 
of topics that encouraged students to view pertinent medical issues 
through different sociological lenses. By critically examining topics 
including healthcare policy and mental illness from the perspectives 
of insurers, healthcare professionals, and patients, I came to view 
healthcare in a way I never had before. In this particular essay I 
discuss my stance on national access to healthcare in terms of rights 
and privileges.

student foreword
 As you begin to read this essay, take a look at your surroundings. Where are you? Do you have 
a right to be there, or do you consider your presence a privilege? Who was the last person you 
talked to on the phone? Is your relationship with that person monitored, or do you have a right 
to speak to them freely? What about your access to the air you breathe? Do you have a right to 
inhale as you please? What if you didn’t? As one evaluates his or her life in the United States, 
the boundaries of rights and privileges in everyday lives become more and more significant. 
One may even start to wonder how his or her life would change if some of the simplest, but most 
crucial, things, such as free access to oxygen or the chance to build personal relationships, 
were taken away from them by the government. Both of these things are arguably vital in order 
for humans just to live. The question then becomes, if we as humans do in fact have a right to 
live, then why would healthcare (preservation of human life), not be a right in the United States?
 This theory clearly operates on the assumption that life is a right, and not a privilege. This 
debate is a very relevant one today, as revealed through controversies over topics such as 
abortion and capital punishment. That being said, I must say now that my stance on healthcare 
reform is not meant to be reflective in any way of my personal opinions regarding any specific 
issueIt is meant strictly to support my claims regarding healthcare and healthcare only. However, 
many of the arguments surrounding the issue of “life” can be observed within these movements 
and used to support my claim that “life is a right”. Many of the supporters’ views with pro-life 
stances stem from religious affiliation. Although this is of great significance to those with these 
religions, it is not a strong enough argument to sway those without religion as a driving force in 
their lives. 
 Thus, a valid claim about this must go beyond faith-based beliefs; and for myself, it absolutely 
does. The very core of our government, as established by our founding fathers, operates 
on some of the most basic principles that simply are not supported by those who view life 
as a “privilege”. Take, for example, the Declaration of Independence, written in 1776. This 
document openly lists life as one of the rights of citizens. It states, “We hold these truths to 
be self-evident, that all men are created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with 
certain unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness” 
(Declaration of Independence-Text Transcript”). Years later, in 1789, this recognition of life as 
a right was reiterated in the Fifth Amendment to the Constitution. There, it states, “[No person] 
shall be compelled in any criminal case to be a witness against himself, nor be deprived of life, 
liberty, or property, without due process of law” (Bill of Rights Transcript Text). Taking both of 
these historically imperative and treasured documents into account, I see no way of denying that 
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life was, indeed, intended by our country to be a principally established right. Until an official 
ratification is made that classifies it as anything otherwise, it is crucial to treat it as such.
 With this principle in mind, I must now evaluate the implications of treating life as a right within 
our everyday lives. Generally speaking, Americans have the right to personal freedoms, so 
long as the expression of these freedoms does not infringe on others’ rights as citizens. Take, 
for example, the freedom of speech. An individual has rights to express him or herself freely. 
However, the moment that the words start to encourage, enable, or stimulate violent or unlawful 
behavior, there are consequences. Certain laws are in place to protect citizens from having their 
rights to national security and personal safety infringed upon. 
 However, what about situations where the freedom of speech or the freedom of press 
influences the emotional and mental state of individuals? We, as citizens may as well be entitled 
to the treatment of psychiatric disorders, such as depression and eating disorders, which can 
be traced back to a negative self-image as a result of capitalistic efforts to influence young 
women to look a certain way. Many of these women lose their right to a meaningful life when they 
begin to have these types of experiences. Since it is the government’s job to regulate what is 
advertised and published, it is also the government’s job to handle the consequences of these 
freedoms when they negatively affect others. 
 These and many other sanctioned rights in the United States come with strings attached 
regarding the violation of others’ personal rights. Regardless of their purpose, though, I would 
say that each and every right can be, in some way, connected to and are extremely influential on 
the health of citizens. While the argument for right to psychiatric treatments may be among the 
most arguable in the case on healthcare, there are many others that I believe to be much more 
convincing. The right to bear arms is one of the most obvious. Allow me to focus for a moment 
on one of the most devastating consequences of this right, which involves the lives of young, 
innocent children. One study reported that children in the age category of 10-14 alone account 
for 54% of accidental deaths caused by firearms yearly. Aside from the tragedy of young death, 
in the year 2002, approximately 8,500 children under the age of 14 were hospitalized in the 
United States as a result of an unintentional gun injury, not resulting in death (“Unintentional 
Firearm Injury Fact Sheet”).
 Although the option to bear arms is a right, as dictated by the government, its negative effects 
cannot be ignored. The most disturbing fact is how the distribution of the injuries among children 
is directly reflective of their social class. Studies have shown that children living in low-income 
homes are the most likely to be unintentionally injured by a firearm. This is for many reasons. 
The areas that these families live in tend to have higher crime rates compared to other families. 
Thus, it is more rational and common for them to own firearms as a source of defense in the case 
of an emergency. However, many of these families live in homes that are rented, and in most 
cases they do not have control over the living space that would allow for appropriate storage of 
these firearms. Even so, most families in these conditions would not be able to afford the safest 
storage methods. This puts children more at risk for encountering these firearms accidentally, 
causing thousands of injuries and  deaths every year (“Children at Risk Fact Sheet”). 
 Another of the contributing factors to the higher rate of accidental gun injury in low-income 
areas may be explained by access to education. In wealthy neighborhoods, school districts 
are more able to afford educational programs regarding gun safety for their young students. 
Ironically and unfortunately, though, the students with these opportunities seem to be the least 
likely to use the information. Perhaps another even more disturbing paradox is the fact that the 
children affected by firearm injuries are the least likely to have access to the proper healthcare 
to treat them, as a result of their parents’ economic standing. The question may arise, then, 
of how many of the “unintentional deaths by firearm” could be only listed in the “injury” or 
“hospitalization” categories if these families had fair access to healthcare. 
 Another pertinent issue is the one of the long-term effects of our government’s policies about 
smoking cigarettes. In recent years, smoking has been banned in many public places in an 
effort to protect those who are affected by sidestream smoke. However, the risks surrounding 
secondhand smoke are so long lasting and permanent, that although numbers are projected 

to decrease, the health of a large number of Americans who have been lifelong nonsmokers is, 
and will continue to be, affected in devastating ways. Even efforts to decrease the number of 
people in contact with sidestream smoke will not eliminate the health risks of those nonsmokers 
unfortunately forced to live in conditions where they are exposed. 
 Though many are not aware, sidestream, or secondhand, smoke has a much higher 
concentration of cancer-causing carcinogens than the smoke inhaled directly from a cigarette. 
With increased exposure to these chemicals, an individual’s chances of developing a variety of 
diseases, including asthma, heart disease, and several types of cancer, also increases greatly. 
According to the American Cancer Society, secondhand smoke is the cause of 46,000 deaths 
from heart disease and 3,400 deaths from lung cancer in American non-smoking adults yearly. 
In up to one million children, cases of asthma are either developed or significantly worsened as 
a result; approximately 300,000 children under 18 months are affected by lower respiratory tract 
and/or lung infections, often resulting in hospitalization (“Secondhand Smoke”). These numbers 
represent lives, and cannot be overlooked, and neither can the projected costs of treatments for 
these conditions.
 Once again, these health issues can be traced back to the government’s choice to allow 
citizens to make their own decisions about their lives. Despite efforts to eliminate smoking in 
public places, the effects on innocent individuals forced to inhale sidestream smoke in their 
homes cannot be ignored. Sadly enough, the relationship between poverty and effects of 
sidestream smoke are very similar to that of poverty and firearm injury. One study showed a 
significant tendency for those from poor backgrounds to be more likely to start smoking and less 
likely to quit (Dobson). This, as shown by the statistics above, can mean terrible things for the 
future of the family and friends of smokers. The disturbing fact once again surfaces that those 
who need healthcare the most to prevent and treat health problems resulting from smoking laws 
are those least likely to have access to it. The question must be raised again, then, of how many 
lives could be saved if these impoverished families could afford more immediate treatments and 
preventative measures. 
 Now imagine for a moment, a child you know accidentally being injured because your 
neighbors have the right to own a firearm. Or that you, a lifelong nonsmoker, have just been 
diagnosed with lung cancer, as a result of the inhalation of sidestream smoke over the course 
of many years. Is your right to life not being infringed upon by these freedoms that others have? 
Have not the so-called and fundamentally established rights of these other individuals presented 
a threat to your right to life? Isn’t the government, then, responsible for offering you access to 
institutions that can treat the conditions that have been inflicted upon you and give you your right 
to life back? 
 Finally, I must conclude that this is in no way to say that these or any other rights should be 
taken from American citizens. I firmly believe that Americans should, in fact, have the right to 
bear arms if they so choose, or to partake in the use of tobacco in their free time. Personal 
freedom is another of the core foundations of our country, and to limit that to any extreme end 
would be to infringe upon our rights as Americans. However, by choosing to give citizens 
freedom to make decisions that could potentially injure innocent people, the government simply 
must take responsibility for some of the undeniable negative effects. If everyone has a right to 
life, then everyone has a right to healthcare; and the government is to be held accountable for 
making it accessible. 
 Reconsider what your life would be like without free access to the air that keeps you alive. 
How would the less economically fortunate be affected by this limitation? What if you could not 
afford for you and your family to breathe? As severe and inconceivable as this may seem to you, 
these are the types of dilemmas that lower-class citizens of the United States face every day 
when it comes to providing care for their families. It is unethical for the United States government 
to put limits on an individual’s right to life. In any light, the only solution I see to this problem is to 
offer universal healthcare to all American citizens. 
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Imagine you have been assigned an 800 plus page book by a 
British author. No, it is not part of the Harry Potter series, but rather 
Little Dorrit by Charles Dickens. You may be reluctant to tackle 
this behemoth of a novel. However, engaging in this Dickens text, 
and several others, means you’ll have the opportunity to visit a city 
abounding with Dickensian connections: London.
 Signing up for the Dickens in London January Term with 
Professors Melisa Klimaszewski and Craig Owens is not for the weak 
of mind or body. You are expected to not only engage intellectually 
with Dickens’ works but also to lug them throughout the historic city.  
The course requests that you reflect on how visiting London impacts 
your understanding of Dickens’ writing. Besides that, you must think 
about how reading Dickens’ work influences the ways you respond to, 
and experience, London. A tall order for sure, but visits to historical 
gems, like the Marshalsea prison wall and the Dickens House 
Museum, break up the assignments.
 Of course, it’s not all fun and games aboard the Dickens Trip 
Express. Each day of travel concludes with a journal entry. These 
entries are not of the “Dear Diary” variety. Instead, they address 
prompts such as: Did something you experienced today cause 
you to develop a new question about something you read, or about 
something you previously thought you understood?
 The final project for the course asks that these journal entries 
be developed into a fully-fledged critical analysis paper. The paper 
must argue your understanding of a particular element in a Dickens 
text and explain how your first-hand experiences at the London sites 
affected your interpretation of the text. Thus, a paper connecting the 
concept of home in Little Dorrit to the reality of the Dickens Museum 
and the Marshalsea prison was born. 
 

student foreword
 Calling a prison a home may be a difficult feat for readers of Charles Dickens to undertake. 
Homes seem to be synonymous with words such as safety, shelter and comfort. For many, 
a prison may not seem to fulfill those requirements, making it challenging to envision the 
Marshalsea prison as a home. However, for Amy Dorrit in Dickens’ novel Little Dorrit, the 
Marshalsea is indeed a home. By portraying the Marshalsea as a home, Little Dorrit sets readers 
up to rethink their traditional concept of home and engage with the text on this new level. After 
visiting the remaining wall of the Marshalsea and the Charles Dickens Museum, however, 
readers may find themselves migrating away from this new concept of home as they struggle to 
reconcile the text’s portrayal of the prison with the Marshalsea remains they encounter.
 Little Dorrit’s departure from third person narrative into first person in the letter from Amy 
Dorrit to Arthur Clennam suggests that readers must hear the importance of the prison as 
home concept directly from the Child of the Marshalsea in order to understand the novel as a 
whole. The chapter’s variation from the rest of the novel sends red flags out to readers, which 
ensures that they slow down while reading in order to thoroughly understand the significance 
of the chapter. Amy Dorrit bares her inner thoughts for readers when she writes, “I must now 
confess to you that I suffer from homesickness – that I long so ardently and earnestly for home, 
as sometimes, when no one sees me, to pine for it” (Dickens 580). By allowing Amy to speak 
her private thoughts, the novel suggests that it necessary for her to do so if the reader is to 
comprehend the extent of her attachment to the Marshalsea. Amy’s reference to her emotions 
when no one sees her directly relates to the readers who cannot see her either and are only 
privy to the written documentation of her feelings. The letter’s discussion of homesickness may 
further draw readers into the idea of a prison as a home by playing on an emotion that many 
readers may share. Readers may then replace Amy’s feelings of homesickness with their own 
and subsequently begin to relate their own homes with Amy’s home at the Marshalsea. In this 
way, the letter further allows the text to rewrite readers’ concepts of home, so that they will view it 
through the eyes of Amy Dorrit.
 The text then insists that readers buy into the idea that the prison can be a home by 
suggesting that the Marshalsea provides safety and security rather than confinement, as the 
traditional perspective of a home would. Through the eyes of the Marshalsea turnkey the reader 
learns, “Elsewhere, people are restless, worried, hurried about, anxious respecting one thing, 
anxious respecting another. Nothing of the kind here, sir” (78). By providing this outlook on the 
Marshalsea, the text suggests that being within the prison walls is somehow preferable to being 
outside of them. In this way, the Marshalsea may appeal to readers as a place of refuge from 
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the rest of the world. Subsequently, what is undesirable to readers (prison) is set up to become 
what is desirable in their eyes (home). Again, the text plays upon universal emotions, in this case 
the need for safety, which connects readers to the non-traditional concept of a prison as home. 
Readers may then be further pushed to buying into this new concept of home.
 By keeping the physical description of the Marshalsea brief, the text leaves enough of the 
prison ambiguous so readers may not be swayed from viewing it as a home. The text describes 
the Marshalsea as “an oblong pile of barrack building, partitioned into squalid houses standing 
back to back, so that there were no back rooms; environed by a narrow paved yard, hemmed 
in by high walls duly spiked at top” (72). This description suggests that the Marshalsea is more 
similar to low-income housing than a prison. The buildings are not referred to in the menacing 
manner of cells, but are instead “squalid houses.” This description may alleviate some of the 
horror connected with prison by making the Marshalsea appear to be simply run-down lodgings 
rather than a series of holding cells for debtors. The text’s reference to the interior buildings 
being “an oblong pile” has an air of humor about it, which suggests that the prison is not as 
imposing as one may expect. Readers may then approach a visit to the Marshalsea wall with this 
expectation.
 However, visiting the remaining wall of the Marshalsea prison forces readers to see the harsher 
version of the Marshalsea that is often glossed over in the text and replaced with Amy Dorrit’s 
vision of home. Behind the Marshalsea wall, readers see the reality where Amy would have stood 
and can think about what she would have seen from within the walls of her home. Visitors to the 
Marshalsea can see the top of a tree visible from within the wall and may place themselves in the 
position of a prisoner as they gaze upon it. Suddenly, they may find themselves thinking that they 
would have wondered where that tree ends. They may even wonder if Amy would have thought 
the same thing when she glanced at the tree. Readers can stand in the place where “the little 
creature began to perceive that it was not in the habit of all the world to live locked up in narrow 
yards surrounded by high walls with spikes at the top” (84). Amy seems to lack the sense of 
childlike wonder that would envision the base of the tree. The text suggests that Amy does not 
wonder about the rest of the world, but simply assumes it is similar to her life in the Marshalsea. 
Since it seems that a life of confinement has stripped Amy of her imagination, readers may again 
question how she can consider the Marshalsea to be her home. 
 Visiting the Marshalsea wall denies readers the luxury of the ambiguity available in the text 
and forces them to come to terms with the “high walls” in reality. The descriptive term of ‘high’ 
can mean a variety of things to each individual reader. One reader may imagine the walls to 
be slightly above his or her head. Another may picture the walls as 100 feet tall. Although the 
text seems to do a fine job of depicting the Marshalsea’s interior layout, “what the plan cannot 
indicate is the height of the prison walls topped with spikes” (Small 908). In order for readers to 
have the best sense of the actual height of the walls, they must stand behind the Marshalsea 
wall. Dimensions may allow readers to passively skim the text, but having the wall loom over their 
own heads forces readers to put themselves into Amy Dorrit’s shoes and think about their own 
feelings behind the wall. Readers seem to have little choice but to imagine themselves as the 
imprisoned, which may make them even more reluctant to view the Marshalsea as a home.
 Since the text refers to the Marshalsea walls as ‘high’ regardless of the age of the character 
viewing them, it suggests that both adults and children share an identical perception of what 
‘high’ is. However, the height of a child and the height of an adult are marginally different, which 
makes a visit to the actual Marshalsea wall even more imperative for a better understanding 
of the wall’s height. When adult readers discover that the Marshalsea wall dwarfs them at their 
mature height, they may also begin to think about how Amy Dorrit would have seen these walls 
as a child. While the text’s perspective of the walls as ‘high’ is unchanging, readers who visit the 
wall can change their perspective simply by bending down, which achieves the shorter height of 
a child. The wall may seem even higher from this new perspective suggesting that it may have 
felt imposing to a childlike Amy Dorrit. Subsequently, readers may find themselves questioning 
how Amy can view this as a place of sanctuary when she lives within the shadow of these walls.
 The text’s inclusion of children, like Amy, within the Marshalsea walls suggests that the 

Marshalsea is not a dark and depressing place of confinement, but a place suitable for children, 
which further indicates to the reader that it should be considered a home. The turnkey assures 
William Dorrit upon his arrival at the Marshalsea, “We’ve a reg’lar playground o’ children here. 
Children? Why, we swarm with them” (Dickens 74). The text’s reference to the presence of 
children suggests a more light-hearted air about the Marshalsea. Prisons are traditionally 
vacant of children, so their presence at the Marshalsea during Amy Dorrit’s time suggests that 
the prison had a more home-like atmosphere. Since children were able to live and play at the 
Marshalsea, the prison seems no different from a traditional home in this respect. However, 
readers who visit the Marshalsea today will not see any children playing or dwelling in the prison. 
Without children laughing and playing in the yard, the Marshalsea may seem to be less homey to 
present-day visitors. Behind the brick wall towering over their heads, visitors may find it hard to 
imagine children frolicking in the same place years ago. In this particular case, seeing children 
in the Marshalsea may aid the belief that the Marshalsea was also a home.
 The illustrations provided in the text presenting the Dorrits’ lodgings show the environment 
as a homey atmosphere, while the inexistence of the rooms today may make it challenging 
for readers to picture the prison as a home. Very little textual description is provided of the 
Marshalsea’s interior, but the illustrations within the novel help to fill in some of these gaps. The 
illustration entitled “The Pensioner Entertainment” presents the interior of the Dorrits’ rooms 
that suggests a cozy and homey atmosphere about them (Dickens 397). The rug on the floor, 
pictures on the wall and tablecloth suggest that the Dorrits have indeed transformed this space 
into their home. Although the room appears a bit snug with five people in it (Fanny is, after all, 
forced to sit upon the bed tucked on the side of the room), no one seems to be bumping into 
anyone else suggesting that the room is reasonably spacious. The reader is also not given 
an image of the other side of the room, which implies that the room is much larger than what 
is depicted. In this way, the illustration seems to skew the reality where “each apartment was 
approximately 10 ½’ square and 8 ½’ high” (Small 909). Without this description of the rooms in 
the text or the illustrations, readers may begin to imagine these lodgings on a grander scale as 
if they were part of an independent home rather than a section of the Marshalsea prison. There 
is, after all, no indication in the illustrations of the Dorrits’ rooms that is indeed behind a prison’s 
walls. The traditional indicators of prison life —bars, wardens, and turnkeys—are absent from 
this illustration making it seem to be a completely independent setting from the Marshalsea. 
Readers may then approach their visit to the Marshalsea remains expecting to find these homey 
accommodations. Instead, readers will only find the single brick wall devoid of any hint of family 
life. Without the representation of this aspect of prison life depicted in Little Dorrit, readers may 
find themselves wondering how any space behind the shadow of the wall could be transformed 
into livable and homey apartments. It may even be difficult for readers to reconcile the images of 
comfort depicted in the text with the narrow space behind the remaining Marshalsea wall.
 Through the parallel situations between Mrs. Clennam and Mr. Dorrit, the text suggests that 
confinement and the home go hand in hand, which may ill-prepare visitors for the stark contrast 
between the narrowness behind the Marshalsea wall and the green space outside of it. Arthur 
Clennam draws a parallel between Mr. Dorrit’s and his mother’s situation when he thinks, “In 
that long imprisonment here, and in her own long confinement to her room, did his mother find a 
balance to be struck?”(Dickens 104). Since the text suggests that homes are confining, it implies 
that Mrs. Clennam’s situation is not so different from Mr. Dorrit. Since the text demonstrates that 
both of these characters are confined in their homes, it may begin to desensitize readers from 
the concept of confinement. Readers may start to accept the idea that confinement to a limited 
area of space is normal in other homes, not just the Marshalsea. In this way, the text seems to 
skew its representation of the Marshalsea, which separates the Marshalsea from its position 
as a prison in favor of its position as a home. When readers visit the Marshalsea’s remains, 
however, they confront what would have been the Marshalsea’s interior after going across a 
wide expanse of green space. The transition from the green space to the alleyway behind 
the Marshalsea wall may seem jarring to visitors who have begun to equate confinement with 
home. Without having to address the concept of confinement in the physical world apart from 
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the literary world, readers may not have been cognizant of what confinement in the Marshalsea 
yard really entailed. Even if readers had known that the courtyard was 177’ by 56’ and “no more 
than a narrow strip for air and exercise,” their imaginations may not have been able to recreate 
the same environment that exists in reality (Small 908). While the text may play tricks on readers’ 
perceptions, the Marshalsea remains seem to leave little ambiguity.
 The remains of a Marshalsea prison grille on display in the nursery at the Charles Dickens 
Museum sharply contrast with the rest of the rooms, which suggests that a prison remnant and 
a home do not fit together. In this way, the museum challenges the non-traditional concept of 
home presented in Little Dorrit.  While the text depicts a scene where “the prison children […] 
made the iron bars of the inner gateway ‘Home’,” the iron bars in the Dickens nursery seem 
unconnected with the home (Dickens 84). The bars are placed in the center of the room with 
only an explanatory sign attached to them. This suggests a degree of disconnect with the rest of 
the objects in the room, as well as the house. The dim lighting in the nursery seems to present 
the bars in a bleak manner readers may not associate with the home environment, even after 
reading the text. Bars are traditionally associated with prisons rather than homes, which may 
make it hard for readers to dissociate them from the prison atmosphere. The presence of the 
bars does not suggest a comforting environment, but, rather, one that is cold and rigid like the 
bars themselves. After seeing the bars in the glare of spotlights, readers may no longer be able 
to gloss over their connection with the Marshalsea in the text. Viewing the actual bars may in fact 
cause readers to rediscover that the Marshalsea retains the distinguishing features of a prison 
despite the text’s push for it to be seen as a home. 
 By including the prison grille in the Dickens house, the museum further challenges Little 
Dorrit’s suggestion that a prison can be home by drawing attention to the fact that a young 
Charles Dickens would not have considered the Marshalsea his home. Although “it was not 
uncommon for entire families to live in debtors’ prisons […] Dickens himself did not live there 
with his family” (Gregory and Klimaszewski 15). Since Dickens never dwelt in the Marshalsea, 
the grille’s presence in the house seems to emphasize his separation from the prison by 
appearing out of place in a middle-class home. The museum seems to draw a distinct line 
between prison and home, as Dickens most likely would have as a young boy.  
 The museum’s pairing of the illustration entitled “The Marshalsea becomes an Orphan” with 
the prison grille further distances the idea of home from the Marshalsea, since one traditionally 
associates the home with a desire to return. The illustration on the sign directly below the 
prison grille celebrates a departure from the Marshalsea, which suggests that Dickens’ 
happiest moment, in regard to the Marshalsea, was being able to leave it behind.  Since “his 
parents had always claimed middle class status; Dickens had expected the same” (Gregory 
and Klimaszewski 17). This suggests that Dickens would have been reluctant to think of the 
Marshalsea as his family home. The museum’s display of the Marshalsea grille seems to 
emphasize the disparity between Dickens’ financial situation as a child and as an adult. 
 The way in which the museum displays the prison grille suggests a nightmarish element to the 
Marshalsea, which contradicts Little Dorrit’s dream-like portrayal of the Marshalsea, thus further 
challenging the idea that the Marshalsea can be a home. When Amy Dorrit reflects upon the 
Marshalsea, she does not conjure up nightmares, but instead she “would wake from a dream of 
her birth-place into a whole day’s dream” (Dickens 489). Dreams seem to evoke the opposite 
connotations that nightmares do. This representation of the Marshalsea suggests that readers 
should also view the Marshalsea with fondness. However, the Charles Dickens Museum presents 
a piece of the Marshalsea in a dimly lit room, which seems similar to what one would encounter 
in a nightmare. This suggests that an interaction with the Marshalsea is similar to a nightmare, 
thus challenging Amy Dorrit’s view of the Marshalsea. The prison grille’s illumination by spotlights 
makes it stand out in the room as if it were a glowing specter. Even the wording on the sign 
below the grille seems to further emphasize the Marshalsea’s haunting abilities. It describes 
how the prison grille “marks the disturbing effect that those experiences continued to have on 
Dickens throughout his life” (Charles Dickens Museum). By referring to Dickens’ experience 
with the Marshalsea as “disturbing,” the museum further casts the prison in a negative light one 

may not associate with the traditional view of home. In this way, the museum forces readers to 
address the contradictory views of the Marshalsea and perhaps even question Little Dorrit’s 
perception of home.
 By allowing the Marshalsea and Warren’s Blacking exhibit to fill the nursery, the museum 
denies the Dickens children their room suggesting that the Marshalsea deprived children of 
a home rather than becoming one. The nursery seems to give off an air of the vulnerability of 
children, since the children have so easily been removed from a representation in their home. In 
this way, the room reflects Dickens’ traumatic Marshalsea experiences, which he later recalled 
by saying, “It is wonderful to me how I could have been so easily cast away at such an age” 
(Charles Dickens Museum). By choosing to display this particular Dickens quote below the 
prison grille, the museum draws attention to the idea that children could be, and were, cast 
to the wayside when the Marshalsea was introduced to their lives. This suggests that the 
Marshalsea stripped Dickens of his childhood home, just as the Marshalsea’s presence in the 
Charles Dickens Museum does with his children. In this case, the Marshalsea seems to become 
the agent that removes a home rather than providing one. 
 Since the typical objects associated with children are not displayed in the nursery, the 
museum suggests that the Marshalsea shortened childhoods, which may make readers question 
how Amy Dorrit could consider a place that does this to be home. Instead of toys, cribs and 
other traditional indicators of childhood, the nursery contains the prison grille and objects from 
Warren’s Blacking. These artifacts mark a time in young Dickens’ life when a “job burdened him 
with adult responsibilities before he was ready” (Gregory and Klimaszewski 17). This suggests 
that Dickens was forced into adulthood prematurely because of the Marshalsea, thus eliminating 
part of his childhood. In this same way, the museum cuts out a part of the Dickens children’s 
childhood by inserting the Marshalsea into their nursery. Since the nursery does not provide a 
representation of the Dickens children, it seems that the Dickens children may not have even 
existed. Only the name of the room, the nursery, indicates that there were once children present. 
The children seem to have disappeared in the shadow of the Marshalsea.
 After examining the reality of the Marshalsea prison at the remaining wall and the Charles 
Dickens Museum, readers may find Little Dorrit’s redefinition of home to be disappearing as well. 
While reading the text, readers may have simply glossed over the descriptions of the Marshalsea 
blindly accepting that this place was considered Amy Dorrit’s home. Readers may have found it 
easy to fall into the idea that a prison is home when the text did not contradict that notion. Once 
they see the sites depicted in the text, however, readers are forced to examine the contradictions 
between what is presented in the literary world and what appears in reality. This may then 
cause readers (who have not already done so) to read against the grain, challenge the text and 
develop a more active relationship with it. The sites bring the text to life and it is then up to the 
reader to reconcile the two. 
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Students of Professor Knepper’s spring 2013 Paths to Knowledge 
course: Inventing “Religion” examined the history of the concept of 
“religion,” from its ancient Latin origins as correct ritual practice to its 
modern Enlightenment redefinition as correct individual belief. Early 
in the course, students encountered a reading that lamented the fact 
that scholars of religion often know a good deal about how “religion” is 
constructed and studied by famous scholars of religion at institutions 
such as Harvard or Chicago, while remaining quite ignorant about the 
history of the study and teaching of religion at their own institutions.  
The students in the class took this to heart, endeavoring to discover 
and retell at least some of the history of “religion” at Drake.  Key in 
this discovery was the Oreon Scott Chapel, a building that vividly 
symbolizes the history of “religion” at Drake, a history that begins in 
the late nineteenth century with the ministerial education of mainline 
Protestants and ends in the early twenty-first century with the 
academic study of diverse religious traditions.

Professor Kneppers Class: Annastasia Bergman, Christina Bravos, 
Todd Brown, Katherine Elder, Allison Heifner, Lauren Horsch, Kevin 
Protzmann, Hannah Sauer, Lillian Schrock, Erin Shoup, Kristin 
Turnquist, and Mariam Vahdat

student foreword
 For most Drake students, the Oreon E. Scott Chapel is a strange round building next to 
Medbury Hall that has no apparent function. In fact, the building not only currently houses many 
diverse religious activities but also symbolically embodies the changing history of religious 
education at Drake University. When the Chapel was completed in 1955, Drake University 
included a Disciples of Christ Divinity School that trained students for Christian ministry; but only 
13 years later, Drake closed its Divinity School and ended its program of ministerial education, 
as it began severing its formal relationship with the Christian Church. This broader history of 
religion at Drake is interestingly paralleled in the history and current use of Scott Chapel.
The Oreon Scott Chapel was originally built as a place for worship and contemplation. Each 
detail of the Chapel was specifically designed to symbolize and promote Christian spirituality. 
The Chapel itself was shaped as a circle to signify eternity and equality, as well as to direct 
the gaze of its inhabitants toward its center—a cylindrical, stone communion table. Directly 
above this table, serving to illuminate it from on high, was a skylight that symbolized spiritual 
connection with God. And over top of this skylight a celestial cross was mounted, centered on a 
lit sphere that symbolized the earthly world.
 Equipped with an organ, the Chapel was used by divinity-school students and faculty during 
the remaining thirteen years of the Divinity School. Because the Chapel was meant as a place 
where all people were equal under the eyes of God, lectures in the Chapel were rare. Instead, 
the Chapel served as a place where students could connect with God and one another through 
meditation, communion, and worship.
 Not long after the closure of the Divinity School in 1968, the environment began to take its toll 
on the Chapel. Years of UV radiation and precipitation damaged the skylight roof to such an 
extent that the integrity of the entire building was compromised. During a 1987 reroofing project, 
the Chapel’s cross was temporarily removed, never again to be restored. Campus folklore 
attributes the missing cross to a powerful storm. And some claim that the cross was stolen and 
melted down. But others maintain that university officials simply decided not to replace the cross 
since Christian iconography was no longer consistent with Drake’s mission.
 Almost twenty years after the reroofing project, a complete renovation of the Chapel was 
necessary. Believing the Chapel to be “the finest piece of architecture in the state of Iowa,” 
David Kruidenier helped fund a renovation project to restore the building to its former beauty. 
Jason Alread, Associate Professor in Architecture at Iowa State University, led the project with 
the intent of preserving the integrity of the building as a historical landmark. Alread saw to the 
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reconstruction of the skylight as well as the refurbishment of the exterior woodwork, slate floors, 
interior walls, and wooden chairs. All was restored except for the cross.
This absence of the cross symbolizes the end of a relationship. Drake University was founded 
1881 by the Disciples of Christ Church, a Christian denomination that itself was founded just 
five decades earlier. The Disciples placed an emphasis on philosophical empiricism and the 
pursuit of knowledge as a fulfillment of faith. Throughout the nineteenth century, the Disciples 
established dozens of colleges across the nation, including what would become Butler 
University, Texas Christian University, and Drake University.
 Drake’s founding therefore involved a Bible College, a school for the training of Christian 
ministers. Although only 9 students enrolled in the Bible College this first year, by 1888 its 
student body had swelled to 60; by 1900, 140. In 1905 the Bible College received a home of 
its own—Memorial Hall, which was built across University Avenue from Old Main. And over the 
next decade Drake was to become the first university in America to establish a Department of 
Religious Education.
 Like most American universities, Drake experienced a massive increase in enrollment after 
World War II. During this time the campus was redesigned and numerous building projects 
were undertaken, one of which, Medbury Hall, was to house Drake’s Divinity School, the newly 
accredited, graduate-level incarnation of the Bible College. Yet another building project, the 
Oreon E. Scott Chapel, was to be Medbury’s Chapel.
 Although the Divinity School flourished at first, a declining student body and poor financial 
health forced its abrupt closure in 1968. Drake’s President Paul Sharp reported that many factors 
influences this decision, among which were “the state of theological education in the United 
States, the recent history of the Divinity School, the magnitude of support required to develop a 
quality program, the difficulties of developing an ecumenical center at Drake, and the interest 
of undergraduate students in studies which would aid them in developing a philosophy of life.” 
Drake’s Board of Trustees added that the students of the university “could most meaningfully 
be served by an increased emphasis upon the study of moral and spiritual values” rather than 
Christian ministerial education.
 Although the 44 students enrolled in the Divinity School at the time of its closure were not 
allowed to finish their degrees, the tenured faculty members of the Divinity School were retained 
as members of Drake’s Religion and Philosophy Department. One of these faculty members, 
the Dean of the Divinity School for the majority of its sixteen years, John McCaw, served the 
department of philosophy and religion until his retirement in 1982, at which time he was replaced 
by Dale Patrick, the first professor of religion at Drake to be hired after the closure of the Divinity 
School. In the 1990s Patrick was to witness a different attempt to change the study and teaching 
of religion at Drake—newly hired President David Maxwell’s proposal that Drake drop its religion 
major. Patrick opposed the proposal, successfully arguing his case before the faculty senate. 
And two decades later, Drake’s philosophy and religion faculty in fact grew to its largest post-
seminary size with the addition of Leah Kalmanson, Drake’s first-ever faculty member trained in a 
non-western religious tradition.
 Although Drake is no longer affiliated with any religious organization, the Oreon E. Scott 
Chapel is still used by a multitude of different people and organizations. Some campus 
fraternities use the space for pledging, initiation, and graduation ceremonies. More pertinently, 
Charlene Skidmore and Ted Hatten both host weekly group meditations and prayers in the 
Chapel. And the Des Moines Area Religious Council recently added the Chapel to a list of 
sacred sites for its Beyond Beliefs interfaith tour.
 Scott Chapel therefore provides a visible symbol for the changing nature of the study and 
teaching of religion at Drake. As the growing diversity of new perspectives undermined the 
original Christian identity of Drake University, Christian services in the Chapel diminished in 
frequency, and the Christian iconography disappeared from the building entirely. Students in 
Medbury once trained for Christian ministry, but now they parse through the history and texts of 
many different religious traditions as scholars rather than practitioners. Students in the Chapel 

once gathered together under a crucifix to practice Christian devotion, but now they meet to 
practice new forms of spiritual and secular communion. 
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This piece was written for Professor Jolliffe’s Journalists on Screen 
Since 1955 course, which explored the portrayal of journalism in film. 
This piece analyzes more closely the democratic normative theory 
of journalism as expressed in the content and style of several films 
we viewed together in this class. The normative theory of journalism 
proposes an ideal for journalistic practice; this approach explores 
what we in the present day think journalism should look like. The 
focus of this course from the mid-1950s onward, a time period where 
the public began to view journalism as an essential part of functional 
society, offered an interesting study on how this shifting level of 
dependence on investigative journalism affected its portrayal in the 
entertainment industry. 

student foreword
 In a country where there is a high price on information and on transparency, journalists 
have the dubious task of meeting the demands of an expectant public. This demand creates 
a precedent in which journalists are expected to work around the clock to write an unbiased, 
correct, and fair story. Journalism morphs from a job or career into a lifestyle; a lifestyle so 
demanding that it impinges upon whatever else occupies their time. Many films present this 
glorified ideal of journalism, perpetuating a culture in which journalists sacrifice their personal 
image and relationships for public approval.
Personal Sacrifices
 One common theme is the personal sacrifice necessary for successful journalism. Many of the 
most effective or infamous reporters are portrayed as having almost nonexistent personal lives, 
or are otherwise shown exchanging one for the other. In Good Night and Good Luck, characters 
Shirley and Joe, played by Patricia Clarkson and Robert Downey Jr., respectively, hide their 
relationship in order to keep their jobs pursuing the takedown of Junior Senator McCarthy.  
Though these standards are present in many workplaces, the film emphasizes their relationship, 
constantly returning to the hidden nature of their relationship. This indicates a larger commentary 
on the dedication of reporters and journalists first to their work, and second to their personal 
lives.
 In All the President’s Men, it is what is missing, rather than what is shown, that is most telling 
about the personal sacrifices made in pursuit of one of the greatest stories in all of American 
history: Watergate. The film shows journalists Bob Woodward and Leonard Bernstein constantly 
on the move, following leads and chasing down sources. The camera follows their every move 
in an almost tedious fashion, without any reprieve for non work related activities. Every scene 
concentrates on their journalistic pursuits, and there is never any suggestion that either men 
have significant romantic figures in their lives.
 The Paper makes the most conscious commentary on these personal sacrifices. The film 
concentrates on the strained relationship between Henry Hackett, played by Michael Keaton, 
and his wife, Marty. This is portrayed through the composition and pacing in the scene where 
Henry is in his office trying to hold a conversation with Marty when nearly every one of his 
subordinates barges in with some question or complaint. The dizzying camera motion, the 
crowded feeling created by the camerawork, and the cacophony of noises emphasizes the 
couple’s struggle to communicate. It takes a gunshot, fired by the quirky writer played by 
Randy Quaid, to silence the commotion and clear the office so that Henry and Marty can hold a 
conversation.

Journalism: Career
 or Lifestyle

By Megan Schneider
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 Director Ron Howard also conveys the consuming nature of journalism through the relationship 
between the boss, Bernie White, and his daughter. This is best conveyed in one of the final 
scenes as Bernie stands on the street, peering through the window into his daughter’s home. 
Inside are her husband and child, both of whom he never knew existed. The barrier of the 
window is symbolic of his decision to pursue journalism as more than just a career, but as a 
life. This choice subjugates his role as father and deprives him of a meaningful relationship 
with his daughter. For Bernie, his career obsession is personified by the cancer infecting him; it 
overwhelms his life and becomes an obsessive and ever-present occupation.
 In the James Bridges film, China Syndrome, the main reporter, Kimberly Wells also chooses 
her career over a family or relationship. In the scene where she returns home after a day of 
reporting, she enters a dark and barren home. The only company to great her is her turtle and 
a garish bird lamp. The camerawork creates a sense of depth to the space, making it appear 
cavernous and empty to exaggerate the emptiness of her personal life. Her only connection 
with humans in her own home is through the voices on her answering machine; this indirect 
communication emphasizes the barriers that her career creates in pursuing life outside of the 
workplace.
Journalists as the Enemy
 In addition to being portrayed as necessitating great personal sacrifice, journalism is often 
also shown as creating great conflict. This effectively turns the reporter or journalist, the medium 
through which events are brought to light, into an enemy. In that essential pursuit of something 
hidden, the journalist often receives criticism or even derision. It is not simply the individual as a 
reporter who is condemned; rather the character and person of the journalist is attacked.
 In Good Night and Good Luck, Edward R. Murrow’s character is the best example of this 
phenomenon. His public criticism of Senator McCarthy’s unfounded and wild accusations 
makes him the target of scrutiny and harassment. This scrutiny is communicated through the 
many close up shots, which focus unnaturally closely on Murrow. This invokes a sense of being 
watched and followed, much like these reporters were. In the scene where his boss, Bill Paley, 
confronts him over his outspoken and controversial broadcast, the camerawork and composition 
emphasize Paley’s superiority. While Murrow sits on the couch to receive the verbal thrashing, 
Paley towers over him in the frame. The public scrutiny casts doubt onto the reporter; this is 
represented through the darkness, low-key lighting, and contrast of lighting. Murrow is often 
enveloped completely in darkness, or cast in shadow so that the viewer wonders if he truly is 
well-intentioned and not seeking ulterior motives.
 Reporting is also portrayed as isolating; Murrow is often alone in the frame, seen as a singular 
figure. As the public face of the broadcast, he takes the brunt of the criticism, and is therefore 
separated from the rest of the crew whose faces are not projected onto the television screen as 
Murrow’s is.
         Several of the films emphasize this isolating nature of journalism through the many 
barriers and obstacles they encounter. In many of the films viewed in this class, there were 
motifs of windows or doors, often closed or shielded by blinds. These visually inform the viewers 
of both the impediments journalists faced in trying to pursue a story, or the barriers that were 
created by their investigative reporting. For example, in All the President’s Men, the doors 
slamming in Woodward and Bernstein’s faces represent their struggle to obtain information. 
In Good Night and Good Luck, the reporters close the door to discuss their plans for the 
broadcast, fully aware that the controversial information they report could lead to victimization.
No Such Thing as an 8 Hour Shift
 One motif that recurs throughout journalistic films and that reinforces the idea of the 
consuming nature of journalism is the element of time. Not only are the reporters racing against 
the clock, as in The Paper, to get the story and then put it in print. They are also sitting in the 
office long after everyone else has gone home to work on a lead, or put the finishing touches on 
a groundbreaking report. Henry Hackett in The Paper works on a lead from the time he hits the 
office and all through the night, battling the clock to fulfill his obligations as a husband as well as 
his role as a reporter. Bernstein and Woodward meet sources in the dead of night, and Kimberly 

Wells hunts down a lead in a bar long after regular “work hours” are over. The constant image of 
clocks, and even the sound of the minutes ticking by reinforces not only the urgency with which 
the reporters work, but the daunting prospect of a never-ending work day.
 This portrayal of journalism is in many ways normative; it suggests that like police detectives, 
reporters are obligated to forfeit all else to get the story, and to get it “right.” This image is 
problematic, as it conflicts with the prioritizing of family and personal relationships. Some films 
suggest that this approach to journalism as a lifestyle, rather than a job, is appropriate and 
manageable. In The Paper, Henry Hackett is last seen holding his wife who has just delivered his 
son, supposedly fulfilling his husbandly duties. This fairy tale image conflicts with the conclusion 
of Good Night and Good Luck, in which Murrow’s image has been cut down by the CBS 
bureaucracy and he is forced to live half in shadow as a scrutinized figure. Though successful 
in reporting their stories, many of these journalistic figures are left with only their professional 
accomplishments.
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Incoming first-year students interested in completing the Honors track 
submit an application that includes one essay outlining their university/
career/life goals and one essay inspired by one of the four images on 
the next page. Students were given no other restrictions or guidelines 
regarding the content of their essays. These required writing samples 
represent and emphasize the importance that the Honors Program 
places on written communication within the classroom.

The hoot selection committee 
chose three application essays, 
based on the images, for 
recognition and publication. 
These essays were chosen 
based on their creativity and 
expression of thought.

first-year recognition
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student picture
 The sunshine streaming through the sliding glass doors caused a glare on the screen that the 
tall woman could not overcome, no matter how she situated her laptop on the hotel room desk. 
She looked from her keyboard to the doors and back to her keyboard.  “This is supposed to be 
a vacation,” she thought. She disconnected herself from the keyboard, made her preparations, 
and thirty minutes later she was walking sedately across the lawn to the pool. She wore a simple 
black bikini, gold-glazed sandals and three rings on her right hand, all of rather enormous 
dimensions and bearing at least four semi-precious or precious stones. Carefully, as though she 
was made of plastic, and indeed she was, she lowered herself onto an inviting lounge chair, one 
of the many lining the pool. She was one of several human forms around the pool on this hot 
August morning.
 “Is there anything I can get you, miss?” a voice behind her said. She looked up to a waiter, a 
starched, bleached, groomed one (as they all were) who was waiting for an answer. His little red 
hat matched his bright red pants, and so not to break the pattern, his pants matched his socks. 
The tall woman had a bit of trouble opening her eyes under the heavy weight of black eyeliner, 
no-drip, no-smear, no-smudge or crinkle smoky blue eye shadow, and Ardell eyelashes. Her 
mouth stuck a little under all that MAC moisture-frost, waterproof, toasted pink lipstick.
 “Yes,” she finally managed. “I should care for a dish of strawberries and a glass of 
champagne.”
 “Of course.” The boy disappeared temporarily.
 The water looked quite pleasant, the woman thought, but decided a swim would be more 
beneficial after several strawberries and her drink. She stretched out her long, cool legs all the 
way down to her painted toenails. Her hands, each bearing their five slender fingers, she folded 
in her lap.
 Presently, the boy was back, carrying a round silver tray. The champagne flute stood in 
the middle, next to a white cloth napkin. On the other side was a small crystal bowl of ripe 
strawberries.
 “Mademoiselle,” he said and dipped the tray in front of her. Struggling just enough, she 
opened her eyes. She was pleased at the fast service. Curling her fingers delicately, the 
champagne glass landed safely on the arm of the chaise. With equal delicacy, she removed the 
strawberries from their position. Once again, he hurried away.
 First a sip of champagne, only to find that it was more than excellent. Next the long fingers 
were employed in selecting a plump berry and bringing it to her sticky lips. A small nibble 
proved the fruit to be succulent, and her mood changed from marvelous to superb. Another sip 

A Tall Woman
By Victoria Johnson
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of champagne, another nibble, a sip, a nibble, sip, nibble, sip, nibble. Alas, both the champagne 
and the fruit were finished. It had been a most enjoyable experience. Now, it was time for a dip. 
Very carefully, she rose from the chair. She gingerly removed her glazed footwear and her hands 
checked her up-do. It felt secure under its gel, lacquer, and two dozen bobby pins. Walking 
to the shallow end she went in slowly down the steps, only occasionally stopping to rub water 
on her arms or shoulders. Finally immersed, she did the breast stroke to the other side, the 
deep end. There was her lounge chair waiting for her. Her glass had so kindly been refilled and 
looked absolutely enticing. She had not the energy to swim to the other side of the pool once 
more, so instead tried her hand at climbing over the side. Oh! A terrifying thought stunned her 
for a moment… She breathed a sigh of relief after realizing that no, her eyeliner and mascara 
hadn’t run together and her eyelashes still knew their place, that her moisture-frost was still 
solidly on her lips. Now, to attempt the feat of climbing up the side of the pool. She realized how 
immensely awkward she would look, but nevertheless gave herself a push up and tried lifting her 
long leg over the side. Ouch! Her knee banged against the poolside. She managed to clumsily 
(of all things!) hoist herself up onto the pavement, but oh, her knee hurt incredibly! And…why 
look, oh no! Why, a screw had fallen out and her knee was off. This was terrible, the worst thing 
possible. Rolling over and trying to catch the screw, she knocked her arm against the pavement 
and it cracked, while not one, but several screws, nuts, and bolts fell out. Oh Lord, why wouldn’t 
somebody help her? But it was no use now, one thing was connected to the next and soon she 
was a mess of plastic, Lucite, screws, wires, and bolts.
 The waiter came with a dustpan and broom and swept her up.
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student picture
 It was a dark room, illuminated by eighteen little flames. She sat like a stone, her rigid body 
unfolded like a book that hadn’t been read in a couple decades. Her eyes were dusty and 
glazed, staring down at the beautiful piece of art her mother must’ve cooked all morning. Lemon 
icing painted delicately, as if only to be devoured ferociously. She felt an electric tide consume 
her self-control. No one was there. She dug claws into the masterpiece, ripping it, snarling, and 
swallowing like a ravenous shark. Her neurotic thoughts shot a tingling zap through her body. 
Her battered finger twitched with compulsion, clutched tightly in a fist below. She stared intently 
at the fire, already feeling the burn in her throat.
 Back in reality, bodies teemed around the table. Legs and arms and stomachs that were born 
to be on the front covers of magazines in the top drawer of her bed stand. The bodies contained 
minds that decided she was aesthetically pleasing enough to call a friend. They were cheering 
the familiar tune to commemorate her existence, to let her know she was worth such celebration. 
The voices were cloudy echoes, murmured gibberish. She didn’t see the point in rejoicing the 
aspects of life beyond what’s inherited. Her birth into the world was inevitable. Obesity was 
a choice. These thoughts poisoned her sanity and inhibited her bliss on a level not even her 
therapist understood. She forced a plastered smile, closing her eyes and opening the flood gate 
to memories. 
 There she was, strapped to the chair, the subject of the circus. Shaking her head no, please, 
no, a petrified robot who knows just what the expectant crowd wants. “Eat it! Eat it! Eat it!” The 
room was spinning; the figures around her were blurred and dizzy. She wanted to be far, far 
away jumping off a cliff. If only to feel the adrenaline of falling, to be smacked a million times 
until she knew how to be normal. The crowd became wild, thundering shouts to stick her face 
in the cake before her: “Happy birthday, you fat cow!” They took the icing and mustered it on 
her hair. All the while, tears were stirring like boiling water in her chest, streaming down her 
plump cheeks. She wanted to be far, far away floating on a deserted palm tree in the middle of 
the ocean. Just a speck among trillions in the sea, no point in hoping someone would save her. 
Once she was ready to die, she could merely roll off the edge. Instead, she was stranded in the 
center of her 12th birthday party, ready to die, no one to save her. 
 Impatient at the monkey’s disobedience, a boy with tattered black shoes clutched the back of 
her neck and threw her face into the dessert. Chewing, choking, hysterical suffocation, his hand 
gripped like a leech on her neck. The mocking laughter swarmed the crevices of the walls where 
the terrified mice held each other and covered their eyes.  She could feel the blood oozing from 
where his fingernails dug into her skin. Chew, swallow, chew, swallow. Lemon icing 

Where the Fat
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taste laced with saltwater tears. Fatigue swept over her body, the cake seeping into her lungs. 
She wanted to be far, far away in a desert where no one could find her. That way, only something 
like this would be a hallucination. On her last breath, his hand dropped abruptly. The roaring of 
the crowd silenced. Was this death? Like a whale surfacing, she threw her head back, gasping 
for air. Through the crusty, gooey mush consuming her eye lids, she could barely make out the 
maternal figure standing in the doorway. Parting the tide, she stepped toward her fat cow of a 
daughter. Absorbing the situation, her mom whipped around like a crazed lion ready to pounce. 
She could not hear what was being screamed over her pounding heartbeat. Dispersing like 
cowardly hyenas, the children left before the cake was finished. That was a long time ago.   
When she opened her eyes, there was a stunned stillness. All of their thick, black eyes were 
on here, waiting eagerly. This was the part where she would extinguish the candles and wish 
aimlessly into the night sky. She wished to forget that the girls surrounding her now were the 
same ones six years ago. She wished to pretend it was not them who controlled the strings to 
her puppet-like façade. Most of all, she wished she could skip the part where she’d slip away to 
the bathroom as soon as she’d finished her slice.  She blew out the fire, and they were clapping, 
hugging, with happiness all over. As the smoke rose up, she had to believe someone was 
listening. Her gaze searched the room, fixating on the vibrations of clock ticking backwards. 
 Jumbled in a circle, there were nervous whispers. Giddy tension sparked the room as the boys 
and girls pretended they weren’t picturing who they would choose. An empty wine bottle lay 
stagnant in the center.  Knees crossed, ankles twined together, short skirt. Two years of purging 
sucked the fatty life out of her, transformed from an insect on the wall to a newly emerged 
butterfly. She couldn’t help but notice a few boys glance her way. 
 “Birthday girl, you choose first!” Her confident exterior masked the reluctance. Reaching for 
the bottle, she wanted to be far, far away jamming an SOS note down its throat and chucking it 
far into the sea. Instead, she thrust every ounce into twirling the bottle, imagining herself trapped 
inside. Thick anticipation caused a slow motion effect. When the bottle stopped, goose bumps 
chilled the surface of her skin. A ringing bell jingled a single note in her ears. 
 Her eyes locked onto the tattered black shoes that shuffled to a standing position. The same 
hand that gave two tiny scars on the back of her neck was now in front of her face, a tender 
guide to her demise. She felt the wink he gave to his hogs, his hand dipping low on her back 
as they approached the dark closet. Now that she was fragile and hungry, he did not shutter 
at the thought of holding her close. She wanted to be far, far away where heaven was not five 
minutes spent with a sinfully handsome boy. Door closed, trapped. One hand to switch off the 
light, the other clamped tightly around her petite waist. She felt his pressed lips breathing out 
a peppermint flavored kiss. It was not the drawn out moment that electrified the tiny hairs all 
over her body that she so often imagined. It was not love like Scarlett O’Hara being carried up 
the velvet staircase. It was not the words she’d scribbled in her diary with a flashlight under the 
covers late at night. It was a chore. 
 The forceful nature of his motions translated to the fervent appreciation for her appearance. 
She was not in the same type of heaven as the monster with a restless hand. As if on cue, 
it stopped on the back of her neck, covering the tattoos he once gave.  She could hear his 
sardonic thoughts creeping through the cracks in his chauvinist demeanor. He was welcoming 
her to a place where fat cows did not graze on lemon icing. It was world where physicality was 
abundant. Physicality was love. He pleaded for her to stay. He promised that no one would make 
fun of her tight clothes anymore. He was drooling, engulfing her lips so she couldn’t refuse his 
offer. She wanted to be far, far away stuffed in a tree crack high off the ground. She’d rather be 
stuck and alone than to feel the satisfaction that overcame her when their eyes locked back in 
the circle. 
 Time warped her back into the present. They were waiting for her to take the first bite, 
chattering apathetically amongst one another. They were not craving the taste of sugary dessert 
on their plates. They were not engrossed by the idea of unraveling all the hidden flavors within a 
simple sliver of cake. They could put down their plates and walk away if asked. Food was merely 
a necessity to live and they treated it as such. How she envied the self-restraint. An agonizing 

jolt flowed through her veins. She had lost all control, fuming unnatural amounts of energy that 
would spew over the edge.  This feeling was pushing her to dangerous place, losing grasp of 
her sanity. A tornado was raging, shaking her furiously in the depths of her being. Her mind was 
held hostage in a body that could only sustain disappointment.  
 This was the defining moment. She placed a bite in her mouth, letting the zesty lemon 
dissolve into each taste bud. She could write an ode to the vibrant colors the cake produced 
in her mouth. The way sugar healed every aching nerve inside her. She took another bite, and 
another. Demolishing it in less than a minute, she hastily grabbed a second piece. Nobody was 
watching. She ate this one at the same rapid pace. This trance worked like wine inside her. She 
disregarded the world she had opted into as she subtly grabbed another piece. After this was 
gone, she sat fossilized. 
 The first signs of an overflowing stomach were a bucket of water thrown over her slumbered 
judgment. A stinging realization settled in. Once again, she had crossed the line. Pushing 
herself away from the table, she stumbled lethargically to the bathroom. Nobody was watching. 
Standing before the toilet, she clamped her eyes shut to wounding, self-deprecating thoughts. 
It took all her strength to transport the cake. In a state of lightheaded exhaustion, she collapsed 
to the floor, breaking out into compulsive sobs. Those turned to blubbering murmurs until at last 
she found peace with herself again. She wanted to be far, far away on the roof of a skyscraper, 
soaking in the whipping air. If only she could fall into an everlasting hibernation. Lying flat on 
her back, the ceiling lights were surreal. She often wondered if this life worth the price. She told 
herself it’d never happen again. She knew it was a lie, but she told herself anyway. 
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student picture
 The material is sticky, yet smooth. Like ribbons of silk covered in layers of glue. It is strong too, 
steel and silk mixed together. Iridescent in the morning light, individual strands shimmer like rays 
from the sun. Droplets of dew hang like tiny liquid icicles, catching the light and refracting it into 
a myriad of colors. Each line comes together at irregular angles to form a continuous whole. The 
whole isn’t perfect. Its shapes and spaces are irregular and jarring, but these imperfections do 
nothing to detract from its beauty. They simply serve as a reminder of the imperfections of life.  
The true beauty and splendor of the whole lies in the minute details. They paralyze with beauty. 
They are fit enough for the queen of any country. Yet in all of this beauty, there is sadness. Each 
lovingly crafted segment represents a tale of woe from another tragic entity. The smooth roads of 
silk are marred with the cocoons of death.
 Like the countless others before me, I have become enamored with this web. All of its wonder 
and glory has become my cage, gripping me between bars of multi-colored light. I have become 
the web, adding yet another dark stain on the splendid strands of silken steel. The inanimate 
has reached and plucked me from the sky, and has welcomed me into its splendid ending. Even 
if I could escape, I am not sure if I would want to leave this mastery of creation, so I wait. All 
thoughts of escape have left my head. I know the pointlessness of escape, and I would rather 
spend my last moments observing and thinking.
  As I lay here, waiting, I begin to reminisce. As a hatchling, elders warned me of these horrid 
objects and the devil that resides on them. These accursed walls of death were described in 
the bleakest fashion, made to seem as dismal as they were evil. Never before had the idea of 
beauty been included their descriptions. I see now that they had never before laid eyes on the 
very object they had warned others of, because if they had, as I do now, they would have seen 
its splendor. There is no ugliness here, only grace, but still it is horrible. How could something so 
beautiful represent such a sinister and gruesome concept as death? The disparity of the image 
and what it represents is confusing. Before today, I had only seen death as the unnatural end, 
the bitter black ugliness that awaits us all. But if this beautiful creation is death, then death isn’t 
ugly. If these shimmering pieces of silken rods are my end, then death cannot be black. If this is 
the instrument of death, the scythe of my grim reaper, then my end must be equally beautiful. 
 The disparity of description was my ultimate undoing. As I soared so arrogantly towards what 
was to become my prison, I tough of its incredible beauty. Even from a distance, I could not take 
my eyes away. All thoughts of caution escaped my mind as the droplets of water played with the 
light. The warnings of the elders were ignored. Just as they had, I failed to associate the white 
shape with danger, and so I fell into its trap. In the moments after my grave mistake, the fateful 
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collision, I tried to correct it with massive spurts of effort. Accomplish nothing; I could feel the 
laughter of my elders at my stupidity. But these thoughts too quickly drained from my head as I 
began to observe my surroundings. But as I look now, something is missing.
 Where has the creator gone? The foreboding shadow of my end is absent. He has 
disappeared and left behind the beautiful creation alone to collect poor souls. Yet while not 
physically here, I can feel the presence of the master. It is as if he is ubiquitous in his creation, 
as though it and he are the same, united by bonds that can’t be seen, only felt. It, I and the web, 
are all one, a trinity of natural connections. I let go of that thought, unwilling to think that I am the 
creators equal.
 A thought has crossed my mind in which I cannot help but laugh. I am the spider’s prey, yet it 
is I who is the better. He is at my mercy, just as I am at his. I may not escape my end, yet it is he 
who is trapped. He must rely on me and my kind for the most essential of things, sustenance. 
In a perverse way, it is I who is the master, sustaining him with all that I have. Without me, there 
would be no creation in which I would be caught in, and there would be no creator. Masters 
need a domain in which to reap resources, far more than the resources need a reaper. Soon, I 
am absorbed in a morbid laughter, laughing at my fate and his dependence. Laughing so hard, I 
fail to notice as the last event of my life takes place.
 A slight stirring emanates from a corner of the web. More a vibration in the strings than any 
actual noise, the slight disturbance brings fear into my heart and freezes the laughter in my 
throat. The master has returned to his domain, the reaper has come to use his scythe. I feel the 
vibrations grow faster and increase in intensity. A shadow falls across my vision, and I know that 
is all I will see. I can make out no details, only the contrast of shimmering silk and utter black. 
But in the darkness, I see light and rebirth. It is darkest just before the light, as they say. I go to 
join the others in the great eternal.
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